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(ABSTRACT) 

A new algorithm is presented for a guaranteed absolute minimal solution to the problem of 

Boolean Logic Minimization in its most generalized form of multi-output function with arbitrary 

cost criterion. 

The proposed algorithm is shown to be tighter than the Quine-McCluskey method in its ability 

to eliminate redundant prime implicants, making it possible to simplify the cyclic tables. In its 

final form, the proposed algorithm is truly concurrent in generation of prime implicants and 

construction of minimal forms. A convenient and efficient technique is used for identifying 

existing prime implicants. Branch-and-bound method is employed to restrict the search tree 

to a cost cut-off value depending on the definition of cost function specified. 

A most generalized statement of the algorithm is formulated for manual as well as computer 

implementation and its application is illustrated with an example. A program written in 

Pascal, for classical diode-gate cost function as well as PLA-area cost function, is developed 

and tested for an efficient computer implementation. Finally, various advantages of the pro

posed approach are pOinted out by comparing it with the classical approach of 

Quine-McCluskey method. 
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Chapter 1 

Minimization Problem - A Survey 

1.1 Introduction to the Problem 

Since the advent of the digital age, the field of digital logic design has been of a considerable 

interest. A substantial amount of theoretical research has gone into development of the basic 

principles of switching theory and design methodologies for combinational as well as se

quential logic. In fact. the field of switching theory may be considered as a well established 

field in the sense that the fundamental theories behind the digital switching concept are well 

understood by now. 

Logic design techniques have been the target of much of the application based research in 

recent years. The rapid advancements in digital design methodologies owe a great deal to the 

simultaneous development of boolean algebra. The digital design problems can be trans

formed into boolean algebra problems and treated as such. Thus the purely theoretical 
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problem of boolean minimization found a very important application in digital circuit minimi

zation. 

Traditionally, the digital logic has been implemented using discrete or integrated diode-gate 

circuits. The philosophy of minimization concept was based entirely on the implementation 

of combinational logic with a minimum of hardware. But since the introduction of VLSI and 

Programmable Logic Arrays (PLA/s), there is a renewed interest in the general problem of 

boolean minimization with a broader outlook. The cost minimization is device dependent and 

so the definition of cost-factor may be different for different devices. For instance, in a VLSI 

layout for a combinational logic circuit, the minimization effort would be for the area occupied 

by the layout. For a PLA, on the other hand, the cost factor may be one of many constraints 

on the particular PLA, such as number of output-functions, number of minterms or even size 

of minterms which can be accommodated. For a VLSI implementation of a PLA, it is the area 

as determined by number of minterms. number of input variables as well as number of output 

functions. The variations in the definition of cost function may result in a situation where a 

minimal solution for a particular device may be far from minimal in another device; and hence 

the need exists for a more generalized minimization algorithm independent of the way cost 

is defined. 

Algorithms which produce minimal or near minimal forms of a given boolean system have 

been known for some time. The quest is for algorithms which are more efficient or which 

guarantee an absolutely minimal solution [16]. In the class of problems such as information 

coding and circuit synthesis. not only the proof of existence of a finite algorithm is required. 

but it is required actually to construct it [58]. Even when an algorithm guarantees, at least 

theoretically. a solution after a finite number of steps. in practice. the solution is often impos

sible because of its cumbersome nature or an impractical amount of time required for termi

nation of the algorithm for a given problem. The general problem of boolean minimization is 

NP-hard. although the non-existence of a polynomial-time algorithm has not been proved [30]. 
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We shall review some of the approaches to this problem of logic minimization in the next 

section. When we compare the efficiency of these different algorithms, several factors such 

as the size of the problem and particular configuration of the given problem affect the out

come. There has been a considerable effort to specify the best lower bound and upper bound 

for the complexity growth depending on the size of the problem [15,10,21]. 

1.2 Overview of Different Approaches 

A number of methods have been suggested in the literature for switching function minimiza

tion. The following list [43], broadly categorizes the major approaches used for the general 

problem of boolean logic minimization. 

1. Map methods: 

This is essentially a manual method using various grids to represent the switching func

tions, such as Karnaugh maps [23] and Marquand charts [27]. Karnaugh maps are known 

to be difficult for number of variables greater than six, while Marquand charts have been 

successfully used for problems of twelve variables [50,51,35]. 

2. Consensus methods: 

This was originally introduced by Quine [40,41,42] and was later generalized by Tison [55]. 

This method in based on finding a new prime implicant (PI) by consensus operation 

among two or more PI's. The same principle is used for finding the minimal sums of a 

boolean function. 

3. Conjunctive/disjunctive manipulations: 
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These are prime implicant generation techniques based on the laws of 

conjunctive/disjunctive logic, originated by Nelson [37] and extended by Slagle [46}. Var

iations of this techniques are treated by Das [13]. Bredeson [5J and others. This method 

was recently extended by use of factoring method presented by Hulme and Worrell [19]. 

4. Topological methods: 

First introduced by Roth [44]. this approach uses n-space representation of n-variable 

boolean functions for algorithmic operations. 

5. Quine-McCluskey tabular method: 

This is the most widely accepted method for computer implementation due to its step by 

step procedural nature. In addition to McCluskey [28,39,29], it is discussed in depth by 

Biswas [3} and many others. 

6. Cellular containment method: 

This is basically a PI generation method. Described by Nagle [36], this technique identi

fies higher order PI's first, as opposed to Quine-McCluskey method, and then identifies 

lower order PI's which are not contained in any higher order PI's. 

7. Concurrent methods of generation and selection of PI's: 

The concept was proposed by Svoboda [501 for a manual implementation. Sureshchander 

[49J used concurrency to the extent of identifying all essential PI's by consensus opera

tion. suitable for computer implementation. The concurrency approach has the major ad

vantage of construction of a minimal solution simultaneously with PI generation. Rhyne 

[43] also gives an algorithm based on directed-search which employs concurrency to 

som e extent. 
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1.3 A Survey of Relevant Literature 

1.3.1 Classical Minimization Methods 

The famous Quine-McCluskey algorithm has come to be known as the classical approach to 

the boolean minimization problem. The basic method was suggested by Quine and then it was 

later adapted by McCluskey for a more complete presentation. This method consists of two 

basic stages. The first stage constructs all prime-implicants (possible coverages) for a given 

function by extensive comparison of all non-zero fundamental minterms in the function. This 

requires a careful ordering of the minterms before the comparison process is started. Each 

comparison consists of checking if two given minterms can be replaced in the expression of 

that function by a single term, consistent with the laws of boolean algebra. 

For the case of multi-output boolean function, this process is repeated for all the individual 

functions as well as the auxiliary functions. Auxiliary functions are the intersection functions 

of all possible combinations [29]. It is clear that this kind of computation can get very tedious, 

especially for a multi-output function with large number of output functions. 

The second stage consists of extracting the minimal prime implicants based on the concept 

of dominance and cost function of each prime implicant This again requires construction of 

a table or a matrix, on which the rules of dominance are based. Handling of such a table effi

ciently, especially the cyclic tables, has been known to be a difficult proposition. The listing 

of all prime implicants at each stage of its construction, as well as the storage required for the 

dominance table, especially in case of branching for a cyclic table, demands large memory 

availability. 
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In search for a more efficient algorithm, several authors have suggested some improved al

gorithms based on the Quine-McCluskey approach. Vandling [56] used an extension of nota

tion and technique for minimization of single-output switching networks to multi-output 

switching networks composed of unilateral devices such as diodes. Bartee [2] used essentially 

the same technique as the classical method, except that it is more suitably adapted for com

puter implementation. Miller [33] also gave a transformation method for multi-output minimi

zation which transforms the problem into a single-output problem for application of QM 

technique. Luccio [26] used a technique of column combination and extension of dominance 

rules for successive reduction of PI tables. Bubenik [81 introduced weighting of PI's based on 

its cost and size for determination of irredundant set of PI's. Curtis [11] introduced another 

tabular method called adjacency table method for deriving minimal sums, where a single table 

records adjacency properties of all minterms. Ishikawa [22] introduced an algorithm which 

uses a more efficient list structure for the storage of prime-implicant tables. It also makes use 

of some convenient branching heuristics. More recently, Cutler and Muroga [12] made use 

of the concept of generalized function and its decomposition to solve the cyclic tables by ap

plying branch-and-bound technique to solve a Petrick function [38] obtained from the cyclic 

table. 

1.3.2 Prime Implicant Generation Techniques 

Most of the techniques available for switching function minimization consist of two separate 

modules of PI generation and PI selection. There are several techniques available to generate 

all possible PI's, including the one suggested by Quine-McCluskey. Morreale [341 makes use 

of partitioned list algorithm for PI determination as an improvement over Quine's exhaustive 

comparison method. Svoboda [53,54] has a procedure for ordering of PI's using triadic nu

meric representation of boolean functions. Slagle, Chang and Lee [48] use 

conjunctive/disjunctive forms of the boolean function in an algorithm based on frequency or-
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dering. Other techniques include those of Das [13], Bredeson [51 and Hulme [19] based on 

symbolic logic manipulation and that of Hwa [20]. 

1.3.3 Minimization Algorithms Using Concurrency 

Breitbart and Vairavan [6J showed that the algorithms that produce an irredundant sum of 

products for a switching function by first generating all PI's and then extracting the minimal 

PI's can be substantially wasteful. They specifically show that the ratio of the number of PI's 

to the number of useful PI's (which are eventually selected in a minimal form) grows expo

nentially in the number of variables. 

Svoboda [50] came up with a different approach to the solution of single-output boolean min

imization, which does not require listing and tabularization of all the prime implicants. He re

introduced the Marquand chart and, among others, successfully demonstrated its 

effectiveness for manual computation for problems of large number of variables [51,24,35.31]. 

This procedure involves identifying PI's for a minterm to be covered and one of these PI's is 

selected immediately in the minimal form, if possible. The method introduced the concurrent 

construction of the minimal forms and the generation of PI's. DeVries and Svoboda [141 also 

introduced the concept of boolean functions of variables Xj transformed into a single (mosaic) 

function f(x,Y} by using additional variables Yi. related to the structure of the resulting network. 

The mosaic function [52] f(x,Y), when minimized for a cost function dependent on XI & Y" 

models the multi-output minimal network with the smallest number of gates requiring mini

mum number of inputs. 

The concept of concurrent process of generation and selection of PI's was further advanced 

by Sureshchander [49] by treating the problem as a whole instead of decomposing it into two 

separate parts. Rhyne, Noe, McKinney and Pooch [43] introduced directed-search algorithm, 
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which also looks for concurrency. Caruso [9J takes advantage of the numerical equivalent of 

completely specified function vertices as pointers to generate each graph with the help of a 

pointer table. 

More recently, heuristic approaches have been successfully used to make minimization 

process faster. The most notable among these are MINI [18], PRESTO [7]. MIN370 [46] and 

EXPRESSO [4]. It is interesting to note that all of these heuristic algorithms employ the tech

nique based on the so called procedure of expansion and elimination of implicants. 

1.3.4 Application to PLA Minimization 

More recently, a number of algorithms have been presented with PLA implementation in mind. 

Kobylarz and AI-najjar [25] examined the cost function for PLA's and accordingly suggested 

some modifications of Quine-McCluskey's algorithm. Arevalo and Bredeson [1] as well as 

Roth [451 present algorithms giving near-minimal solutions for a more efficient computer im

plementation. Young and Muroga [57] have made use of an entirely new approach using the

ory of symmetric minimal covering problem. It is claimed that this approach can be applied 

not only to any symmetric (totally or partiaJly) single or multi-output functions of any com

plexity, but also to any switching functions which are not symmetric, if the corresponding 

minimal covering problems have symmetric permutations. Sasao [47] introduced another 

method for input variable assignment and output phase optimization of the PLA's. with or 

without a decoder. 
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1.3.5 Complexity of the Boolean Minimization Problem 

With various algorithms available for solutions to the boolean minimization problem, a con

siderable effort has been made to arrive at a generalized criterion for comparing different al

gorithms. Although it is known that certain types of algorithms can be compared for 

complexity growth depending on a common factor, it has been conjectured that different types 

of algorithms will not be comparable [58}. For instance, the efficiency of any boolean min

imization algorithm will depend on a number of factors such as number PI's and essential PI's 

generated for a boolean function of given number of variables and given number of minterms. 

It will also depend on the number of comparisons involved in selection and elimination of PI's, 

memory requirements, additional computations such as ordering of PI's and tabularization, 

as done in several methods. 

"To help choose among the various possible variants of these methods, in relation to the 

values of parameters of a given problem," Mileto and Putzolo [32] have obtained formulas 

which give average values for the quantities of statistical interest such as total number of 

implicants, number of prime implicants and number of essential prime implicants depending 

on number of variables and number of minterms. This also gives us an indication of the av

erage computation time required for a problem with given parameters. 

Several lower and upper bounds have been suggested for the maximum number of PI's that 

can be generated for any problems as functions of different parameters. If gmax be the maxi

mum number of PI's that can be generated, Chandra and Markowsky [10] gave lower and 

upper bounds as 3klS ~ g(k}max ~ 2k , where k = number of conjuncts for a function in its 

disjunctive normal form. As a function of n, the number of variables, Dunham and Fridshal [26] 

gave the lower bound of, 
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while Harrison [16] observed an upper bound of g(n)mslI ::::; 3" - 2". Chandra [10] improved 

on the upper bound giving, 

g(n) ::::; ( n )21(2n+1)/31 
max 1 (n + 1 )/31 

Igarashi [21] showed a better rower bound as a recursive function of the variable n. More 

recently. McMullen and Shearer [30] presented arguments to give an upper bound of 

g{m)mSx = 2m - 1, where m is number of product terms in the expression of the boolean func-

tion. 

The proposed algorithm presented in the following pages.is based on Svoboda's approach to 

the single-output minimization. It is an effort to provide a rigorous and most generalized sol-

ution to the problem of multi-output minimization with variable definitions of cost functions. Its 

manual as well as computer implementations are discussed. The basic approach of PI iden-

tification is similar to the cellular containment approach mentioned above, while the selection 

of PI is based on the concurrency concept. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminary Concepts 

2.1 Representation of a Boolean Function 

Various techniques have been employed for representing a boolean function to make visual

ization of inter-relationships among the minterms easier. These include Marquand chart and 

Karnaugh map, both of which are shown in Figure 1 along with the decimal index represen

tation (defined below) for each square in the grid. 

Although Karnaugh maps have been proved to be a powerful tool for boolean functions of up 

to four variables, their main advantage of easy visualization of formation of minterms by 

grouping is lost for functions of more than four variables. The classical method of Marquand 

chart, however, does not depend on number of variables, which allows it to retain the same 

form even for large number of variables. Another important feature of Marquand chart, espe

cially for the proposed minimization algorithm, is the regularity in identifying a minterm on the 

chart for any number of variables. The key to this property is, as can be seen in Figure 1, the 
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Figure 1. Marquand chart and Karnaugh map representations of a Boolean function. 
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fact that each square can be represented by regular pattern of decimal indices, going se-

quentially from left to right and top to bottom. This property can be exploited to conveniently 

represent a minterm as a group of squares in a regular pattern, however large is the size of 

the problem. 

We shall employ the Marquand chart representation throughout this work and it will be called 

the Logical Matrix. recognizing its matrix properties. It can be easily shown that operations 

on boolean functions become easier to perform using the logical matrix, e.g., 

complementation. addition. multiplication, extension to higher variables, transformation of 

variables, function rotation, expansion about a subset of variables [35). Also, the regularity in 

identifying minterms in the logical matrix for any number of variables, becomes even more 

important in the case of multi-output minimization. A mufti-output function is represented as 

a logical matrix for each individual function, all of them placed side-by-side. 

2.2 K-cell Concept 

2.2.1 Basic Definitions 

1. A state of a boolean function 

Any boolean function F of n variables can be represented in its canonical form as a sum 

of products: 

2" 1 
F = f(X1' X2 .... ' xn) = 1: 81m ; 

/=0 
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where x1• x2, ... , Xfl are the n variables, mj are all possible 2" fundamental minterms (or 

fundamental products)1 for n vaiables. and 

aj = 1 if F = 1 when mj = 1 

aj = 0 if F = 0 when mj = 1 

In the above representation of F, each of the 2ft product terms are called states of the 

function F, i.e., 

S, = {mj } , i = 0 to 2" - 1 

In its truth table representation (for completely specified F). each of the 2ft rows corre

sponds to a state of F. For each row of the truth table the output F can be O. 1 or. in case 

F is incompletely specified, don't care. Thus we say that each state of a boolean function 

F can be either a 1-state. O-state or d-state. 

This gives us a convenient way to represent F in terms of its non-zero states as: 

F = m(m1,m2 .... ,mp) + d(d1,d2 .... ,dq) 

where m is the set of p i-states and d is the set of q d-states. The rest of the 

(2") - {p + q) states obviously constitute the set of O-states. 

2. Index of a state 

Each individual state can be represented by substituting the values 1 in place of each true 

variable and 0 in place of each complemented variable in the corresponding fundamental 

minterm of that state. Such an ordered string of 1's and D's is called the binary index of 

the given state. Note that the order here depends on the order of variables in the fun-

damental minterm; the left-most one being the most significant variable while the right-

most being the least significant variable. 

1 Fundamental minterms (or products) of an n variable boolean system are the products of all n vari
ables, each variable may be true or complemented. 
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Thus, what we have here is simply a numeric index to represent each state, correspond-

ing to each square in the logical matrix. The binary index can be easily converted into 

an octal, decimal or hexadecimal index. This is Illustrated in Table 1 for the case of four 

variables A,B,e,D. The corresponding representation with decimal index on the logical 

matrix and the Karnaugh map is shown in Figure 1. 

3. Neighbors of a state 

We define the neighbor states of a given state as that set of n states, n being the number 

of variables, such that there is a single bit complementation between index of each state 

belonging to this set and the index of the given state. The given state and anyone of its 

n neighbor states are called neighboring states. 

In Karnaugh map representation, adjacent squares are neighboring states. In the logical 

matrix representation, all the neighbors of a given state can be located from the regular 

pattern shown in Figure 2 [35]. Figure 2(a) shows these patterns for a 4~variable grid, 

while Figure 2(b) shows the extension of these same patterns for an arrangement of 16 

such grids forming an 8-variable grid. It is easy to see that the same pattern holds for 

extension of logical matrix to any number of variables. 

4. Generic Variables & Definite Variables 

A boolean function F(X) is said to be a function of variable X, where X can be true as well 
~ 

as complemented. Thus we denote F as F(X). X can take the value X or X,2 since X and 

x are not independent of each other [35] . 

.. 
We define the variable X as the generic variable and the variables X and x as the dennite 

variables. This greatly Simplifies the representation of a variable in a minterm as having 

2 We shall use the corresponding lowercase letter to denote complement of the variable, when the 
uppercase letter denotes the true variable. 
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Table 1. States of boolean functions and their indices. 

Minterm or State Binary Index Octal Index Decimal Index Hex Index 

abed 0000 0 0 0 
abeD 0001 1 1 1 
abCd 0010 2 2 2 
abCD 0011 3 3 3 
aBed 0100 4 4 4 
aBeD 0101 5 5 5 
aBCd 0110 6 6 6 
aBCD 0111 7 7 7 
Abed 1000 10 8 8 
AbeD 1001 11 9 9 
AbCd 1010 12 10 A 
AbCD 1011 13 11 B 
ABed 1100 14 12 C 
ABeD 1101 15 13 D 
ABCd 1110 16 14 E 
ABeD 1111 17 15 F 
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(b) Extending the pattern to an 8-variable Marquand chart. 

Figure 2. Regular pattern on a Marquand chart to locate all neighboring states. 
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the value of 1 or 0 or none (not present). The concept is used later in the definitions of 

generic k-cells and definite k-cells. 

2.2.2 The K -cell 

We define a k-cell as a configuration by a group of 2k states within the logical matrix of n 

variables, in which each state in the group has exactly k neighbors within the group_ 

In other words, a k-cell is a group of 2k states. in which the index3 of any state differs from that 

of exactly k other states by one bit. It can be shown that for any k-cell, all the 2k states have 

the same binary indices except for exactly k-bits. i.e., (n - k) bits of the n-bit index of each state 

are the same [16]. This can be verified by the fact that number of ways of keeping (n - k) bits 

constant and varying the remaining k-bits in all possible ways is obviously 2k , as each of the 

k-bits can either be 1 or O. From this definition we can say that two states can be covered by 

a single 1-cell if their indices differ in just one bit; four states can be covered by a single 2-cell 

if their indices are same except for two bits: eight states can be covered by a single 3-cell if 

their indexes are same except for three bits and so on. Also, a state with no neighbour can 

be covered by a D-cell, which covers that state only. 

To illustrate the k-cell concept, and its use for minimization, consider the example shown in 

Figure 3. It can be seen that states ABcd & ABcD can be covered by a 1-cell ABcd + ABcD 

= ABc. The state abCD can only be covered by a single D-cell abCD, as this state has no 

neighbours. Four states abcd, aBcd, Abcd, & ABcd can be covered by a single 2-cell cd. 

An interesting inference from the above illustration is that a k-cell can be represented by (n -

k) variables out of n. This means that in representing a k-cell, k variables are not present in 

3 Unless specified otherwise, the term "index" would mean binary index by default. 
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A B ABc 

Figure 3. An example Illustrating the k·cell concept. 
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the expression of that k-cell, Le., these k variables are not required to be explicitry specified 

as 1 or 0 for this k-cell to be constructed. This leads to the concept of generic k-cells and 

definite k-cells. 

Generic K-cell 

Using the idea of generic variables, as introduced earlier, we can look at any given k~cell as 
.. " 

logical products of a set of (n - k) generic variables {XI} , i = 0 to (n - k - 1). and each Xi taking 

a value of XI or XI for the given k-cell. In other words, in the expression of any particular k-celJ, 

a given variable is 1 (true), 0 (complemented) or not present. 

The group of k-cells in which a particular set of (n - k) generic variables is present and the rest 

k are not present is called a generic k-cell. 

A generic k-cell may be represented by an index of n-bits, each bit corresponding to the 

presence or the absence of a variable. We introduce the following convention for each bit of 

th e generic k-cell index: 

1 if the corresponding variable is present. 

o if the corresponding variable is not present. 

Table 2 illustrates the concept of generic k-cells for n = 3. 

Note that, while I is the generic n-cell with no variables present and covering all the states in 

the entire grid, ABC is a generic O-cell covering anyone, and only one, state in the grid. The 

concept of generic k-cells helps divide the set of all k-cells in an n-variable system into several 

sets of k-cells, each group corresponding to a generic k-cell. 
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Table 2. Generic k-cells and their Indices. 

Generic k-cell Order Generic cell index 

A A " 

ABC O-cell 111 ... A .. .. .. 
AB, AC, BC 1-cell 110,101,011 

.. A .. 
A,B,C 2-cell 100,010,001 

I n-cell 000 
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Definite K-cell 

A definite k-cell, as opposed to a generic k-cell, consists of a definite variable in place of each 

generic variable in a generic k-cell. In other words, a group of definite k-cells can be derived 
.. 

from each generic k-cell by simply substituting for each generic variable Xi present with either 

Xi or XI' Hence, a group of definite k-cells is derived from each generic k-cell by substitution. 

Again, to represent each definite k-cell by its definite k-cell Index, of n-bits, we follow the fol-

lowing convention: 

1 if the corresponding variable is 1 (true). 

o if the corresponding variable is 0 (complemented) 

or the corresponding variable is not present. 

Table 3 illustrates this with some examples. 

A k-cell can be completely represented by the pair of generic cell index (g-index) and the 

definite cell index (k-index). Note that the g-index or the k-index alone cannot uniquely specify 

a k-cell. Table 4 for the example in Figure 3 shows the relationship among g-index. k-index 

and state index (s-index). 

Given the (g-k) index pair, it is easy to obtain the k-cell expression. It calls for substitution 
.. 

only for those generic variables XI which have corresponding g-index bit = 1, with the definite 

variables XI and Xi for corresponding k-index bit = 1 and 0, respectively. For example. for the 

(g-k) pair 1110/1100. the k-cell is ABc 

Another very important relation observed above is: 
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Table 3. Definite k-cell and their indices. 

Definite k-cell Order Definite cell index 

ABc O-cell 110 

Ab 1-cel/ 100 

a 2-cell 000 

1 n-cell 000 
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Table 4. Relationship among state, generic k-cell and definite k-cell indices. 

States s .. index Gen. k-cell g-index Def. k .. cell k-index (g-k) pair 

" ,. "" #II 

abCD 0011 ABCD 1111 abCD 0011 1111/0011 
..... 

ABed 1100 ABC 1110 ABc 1100 1110/1100 
ABeD 1101 

...... 

abed 0000 CD 0011 ed 0000 0011/0000 
aBed 0100 
Abed 1000 
ABed 1100 
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(s-index) . AND. (g-index) = (k-index) 

where .AND. here is bit by bit word-AND operation. This is an extremely useful relation to 

obtain a definite k-cell from a given generic k-cell and a given state. Also. given the k-cell as 

(g-k) index pair. we can use the above relation to check if a given state belongs to that k-cell. 

For the above example. 

• Given the state ABcd and the g-cell ABC, we can form the k-cell4 ABc from the word-AND 

operation: 

(1100) .AND. (1110) = (1100) 

• Also, now that we have the (g-k) pair 1110/1100 for the k-celJ ABc, we can say that the 

state ABcD belongs to this k-cell as the following relation holds: 

(1101) .AND. (1110) = (1100) 

In the following section. we look at some quantitative results on the number of g-cells and 

k-cells possible for an n-variable matrix. 

2.3 Some Important Results 

1. For a given k. 0 s: k s: n. number of possible g-cells is given by:! 

G(k)max = (Z) 

" The term g-cell will be used in short for generic k-cell and k-cell will be used for definite k-cell, 
whenever there is no scope of confusion. 

S (;) denotes combination of y entities out of x. 
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This is obvious, since each of these g-cells has only (n - k) out of n variables present, Le., 

exactly k variables missing. Thus G{k)max is the number of ways to select k missing vari-

abies from n available. 

2. Total number of possible g-cells for all values of k (O to n) for a given n is given by: 

n (n) n 
Gmax = k; 0 k = 2 

This fast expression comes straight from the Binomial theorem. 

3. For a given k, 0 ~ k ~ n, the number of possible k-cells is given by: 

K(k)max = 2(n-k) x (~) 

This comes from the fact that for each of the g-cells for a given k we can have 2(n-k) k-

cells. as each of the (n - k) variables present in the g-cell can either be 0 or 1. 

4. Total number of possible k-cells for all values of k (0 to n) for a n is given by: 

n 
K = I 2(n k) x (n) = 3n 

max k=O k 

The last expression is easy to derive: 

n n 
Kmax = I 2(n-k) x (n) = I in x 2(n-k) x ( n ) = (1 + 2)n = 3n 

k 0 k k=O (n - k) 

The last step again is from Binomial theorem. 

5. For a given k, we can divide all the k-cells into sub-groups with equal number of 1's in 

their k-indices. The idea is to obtain the distribution over the k~cells of number of 1's in 

each k-cell. 
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We know that for a given k, there are (~) generic cells, and each of these has (n • k) 

generic variables. Since each of these (n - k) g-variables can be either 1 or 0, and if N{j) 

is the number of k-cells with j 1's for the given g-cell of given k, we have, 

And so, for the general case, the number of k-cells with j number of 1's for a given generic 

k-cell is: 

NU) = (n j k)). 0 s: j s: (n - k) 

Thus the number of k-cells with j number of 1's for all generic k-cells for a given k is: 

_ (n) (n - k») . _ NWmax - k x j ,OS: J s: (n k) 

The above expression gives the maximum number of k-cells possible with exactly j 1's 

at each level of k. 

2.4 Generation of k-cells 

The inter-relationship among the three indices, viz., (s-index) .AND. (g-index) = (k-index), can 

be used to find the k-cell from a given g-cell and a state. Thus if we can generate all possible 

g-cells for all values of k, we can obtain the definite k-cells covering any of the non-zero states 

of a boolean function, using the above relation. This way, we generate only the k-cells cov-

ering at least one non-zero state of the given function and avoid generating the rest. We shalt 

see in Chapter 4 that we do not have to generate g-cells for all values of k. This will further 

cut down on the number of k-cells to be generated to cover all non-zero states of the function. 
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It should be noted here that the conventional methods use an altogether different approach 

for doing the same thing. In these methods, starting from the lowest possible order of k-cells, 

Le., O-cells, higher order k-cel1s are computed by extensive comparison of the indices of the 

states. Although the comparisons for 1·bit difference in indices are carried out only among the 

adjacent groups of states. all states in a group having same number of 1's in their s-indices, 

the number of operations shoots up exponentially with the number of variables. This approach 

involves a lot of redundant operations due to the generation of redundant lower-order k-cells 

in the process, which cannot co-exist with the higher order k-cells. This will be discussed 

further in the following chapters. 

We present here a simple procedure to generate all possible g-cells for a given value of k. 

Recall that we have to select (n - k) variables out of the n available to form any such g-cell. 

The following routine will select all possible combinations of (n - k) variables systematically. 

Let the n bit-positions of the g-cell index bit-string be denoted by: 

G = bnbn- 1, .... b2b , 

where G is the binary number representing the g-cell index. 

The idea here is to move (n - k) 1's on an n-bit string in such a way that they cover all possible 

combinations. We start with all 1's on the right most (n - k) bits of G and end up with all 1's 

on the leftmost (n - k) bits of G. 

Start 

1. Set bit-positions bn - k , ... , b'lb1 = 1, .. ,11. Thus we start with all (n - k) 1's at lowermost (n -

k) bits out of n. Let the 1's on the positions bn - k ..... b1 be called 1n- k .... , 1,. 

Go to step 4. 

2. Check if B = n - k. 

If so, go to step 4. 
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3. Move 18 left by 1 bit, sayan position bj • Place the 1's 18+1, ... , 1n - k in positions on the left 

of bit Le., positions bi+1'''·' bi+ln-k-Sl . 

4. Set g-cell index R = G and store R. 

5. Set counter B = n - k. 

6. Let current position of 18 be bj' Check if j < B + k, Le., if 18 can move any further to the 

left. 

If so, go to step 2. 

7. Set B = B-1 and Check if B = O. 

If not, go to step 6. 

Stop 

We shall use this routine as a part of the first stage (k-cell generation) of the minimization 

program in chapter 4. 

For an example, a sequence of generation of g-cells is listed in Table 5, for the case of n = 

6 and k = 2. 

Once we have all possible k-cells that could be used to cover a state in the given boolean 

function, we need to select only those k-cells out of these, which cover all the states minimally. 

The criteria for minimality and for selection of k-cells are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Table 5. Sequence of generic k·cells generation. 

Binary G Decimal G 

00111 1 15 
o 1 011 1 23 
10011 1 39 
o 1 101 1 27 
101011 43 
1 100 1 1 51 
011101 29 
101101 45 
1 101 0 1 53 
111001 57 
011110 30 
101110 46 
110110 54 
111010 58 
111100 60 
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Chapter 3 

Proposed Algorithm 

3.1 Problem Definition 

Given a multi-output n-variable function (F(n)) consisting of a set of functions (F1.F2 ..... Fx). 

each specified with a set of 1-states m(m1.m2, ... ,mp) and a set of don't-care states 

d(d1.d2 ..... dq); find the multi-output minimal form(s) of function F. implementing it in two-level 

logic with minimum possible cost. 
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3.2 Algorithm Statement 

Rule 1: Selection Rule 

A multi-output maximal k--cell (K1) covering a reference state (81) in a function (F1) may be 

included in the minimal expression of F1, if K1 is the only k-cell8 covering 81 in F1. 

Rule 2: Elimination Rule 

If K1 is not the only k-cell covering 81 in F1, an alternate k-cell (K2) covering 81 in F1 can be 

eliminated 

1. from all the functions where it exists, provided: 

a. K2 does not cover a free state not covered by K 1 in F1; 

AND 

b. K2 is not of a lower cost than K1; 

AND 

c. in any other function (F2) where corresponding reference state (51') exists, condition 

1a above is satisfied by corresponding k--cells K2' and K1' in F2. 

OR 

2. from only the function F1, provided: 

a. K1' has already been selected in any other function F2; 

AND 

b. condition 1a above is satisfied by K2 and K1 in F1. 

8 Henceforth, the term 'k-cell' will be used interchangeably with 'multi-output maximal k-cell', unless 
specified otherwise. 
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Rule 3: Branching Rule 

If no k-cell can be selected after application of Rule 1 & 2 to all possible reference states, a 

reference state with least number of alternate k·cell coverage7 is selected, each of these al~ 

ternate k-cells being selected one at a time and for each of these selection branches, Rule 1 

& 2 are applied as before until all states are covered. 

The minimal form or forms are the branches with the least cost. 

7 Alternate k·cell coverage includes only the k-cells which cannot be eliminated against each other. 
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3.3 Terminology 

1. Free and bound states: 

A free state is a 1-state of the boolean function which has not yet been covered by any 

of the k-cells selected in the minimal form being constructed. 

A bound state is either a 1-state of the boolean function which has been covered by a 

k-cell selected in the minimal form being constructed or it is a d-state (don't care) of the 

boolean function. 

2. Multi-output maximal k-cell: 

A maximal k-cell (or a prime implicant) for a single-output function is a k-cell existing in 

the function which is not a subcell of any other k-cell also existing in the function. 

If all the free states belonging to a k-cefl are covered by another k-cell. the former is 

called the dominated k-cell while the latter is called the dominating k-cell. 

A multi-output maximal k-cell (or a multi-output prime implicant) for a multi-output func

tion is either a maximal k-cell of any single function or a maximal subcell for the multi

output function. 

A maximal subcell for a multi-output function is a subcell of a single function maximal 

k-cell, provided that it is the highest order k-cell shared in another function. In other 

words it is the maximally shared k-cell among two or more functions in a multi-output 

function. 
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Note that a multi-output k-cell dominates another if it does so in all the functions. 

3. Reference state: 

A reference state is a free state belonging to any function, provided that the maximal k

cells covering it do not include (or dominate) those covering another free state belonging 

to the same function. 

If k-cells covering a free state in a given function dominate those covering another free 

state in that same function, the former is called the dominating free state while the latter 

is called the dominated free state. Note that a free state can dominate another free state 

only if both belong to the same function and all k-cells covering the latter also cover the 

former. 

Note that if the above condition is not satisfied, then the dominating free state cannot be 

taken as a reference state due to the fact that it can be considered as effectively bound. 

This is obvious because such a state will always be covered whenever the free state it 

dominates is covered by any k-cell covering it in the given function. In other words, a 

dominating free state cannot be a reference state. 

4. Cost of a k-cell: 

The definition of cost function depends on the particular device in mind for the multi

output logic implementation. The application of Rule 2 in checking condition 1b is inde

pendent of the cost function speCified. We define below two different cost functions. 

a. Gate-input count cost function: 

This is the cost function defined for two level multi-output implementation using logic 

gates in AND-OR (or NAND-NAND) configuration. Here, the cost of a k-cell denotes 
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the number of input lines required in the AND-OR implementation of that term. Each 

term will require an input line to the AND gate corresponding to each literal present 

in the term. In addition to this, the output of this AND gate will form one input line to 

the OR gate. The total of these AND-costs and OR-costs is called the cost of the k-cell. 

There are two special cases of cost definition for such an implementation. 

• For an (n - 1) k-cel/ with only one literal in the corresponding term, obviously we 

don't need an AND gate as no other literal is present. In this case the literal can 

be directly given to the OR gate for the particular function where the k-cell be

longs. Hence, there is no AND-cost for a k-cell with only one literal and so the 

cost of such a k-cell is just the OR-cost (= 1). 

• For an individual output function with only one k-cell covering all the free states 

of that function, i.e., only one term in its expression, there is no OR-cost. This is 

obvious as no other term is present for any other input of the OR gate. Hence, 

there is no OR-cost for an only k-cell selected in any function and the cost of such 

a k-cel/ is just the AND-cost (= number of literals). 

Note that after a k-cell has already been selected for a function, the cost of that k-cell 

in any other function is now just the OR-cost, as AND-cost is eliminated by sharing 

the same AND gate. Thus, for any k-cell already selected before, cost = 1. 

b. PLA area cost function: 

When a multi-output switching function is implemented in a PLA, the cost is the total 

area occupied by all the wires. The wires are one each horizontally for each AND 

term. and one each vertically for each input literal and each output function. Thus, the 

cost-area can be defined as, 

cost-area = product terms X ( input literals + output functions) 
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It should be noted that for a PLA with fixed availability of both true and complemented 

input wires, presence of a true or complemented variable also implies the presence 

of the other. In a VLSI implementation of a logic function using PLA structure, the true 

and complemented wires are independently provided. We shall use the latter case 

as the PLA cost definition for its generality. 

5. Corresponding reference state: 

The corresponding reference state is the state in a different function than the reference 

state function, but having the same state index as the reference state. 

This corresponding state can be free, bound or may not exist at all in a given function. 

Note again that all dominating free states, as defined above, are considered as bound in 

all respects. 

6. Corresponding k-cel/: 

The corresponding k-ce/l is a k-cel/ in a different function than the reference state func

tion, but whose indices are same as the k-cell under consideration in the reference state 

function. 

Again, the corresponding k-cell mayor may not exist in another function. If it exists in 

another function, the k-cell under consideration is said to be shared by the two functions. 

If a k-cell is shared in two functions, in each covering a free state, this k-cell is said to be 

interfering between the two functions. 
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3.4 Justification 

3.4.1 Rule 1: Selection Rule 

The selection rule for K1, when combined with Rule 2 for elimination of each alternate k-cell 

K2, can be rewritten as follows: 

A multi-output maximal k-cel/ (K1) covering a reference state (S1) in a function (F1) may be 

included in the minimal expression of F1, if for any alternate k-cell (K2) covering S1 in F1: 

1. Condition 1(a,b&c) of Rule 2 satisfied; 

OR 

2. Condition 2{a&b) of Rule 2 satisfied. 

Necessity 

The necessity for each part of both the conditions can be shown by proving that an alternate 

k-cell K2 covering S1 cannot be eliminated (and so K1 cannot be selected) when that part of 

the condition is not satisfied, even when other parts are satisfied . 
• 

Condition 1 

1. Part a: 

Suppose condition 1a is not satisfied, while 1b & 1c are satisfied. 

This means that K2 covers an extra free state not covered by K 1 in F1. but not in any other 

function. Also, K2 is not of a lower cost. 
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Now, if K2 happens to be the only kwcell covering that extra free state, it will definitely be 

selected in F1 to cover that free state; thus covering 51 too. This renders k-cell K1 re

dundant for covering 81 in F1. 

Hence, K2 cannot be eliminated as an alternate coverage for 81 and K1 cannot be se

lected at this point. 

2. Part b: 

Suppose condition 1b is not satisfied, while 1a & 1c are satisfied. 

This means that K2 does not cover an extra free state not covered by K1 in any function. 

Also, K2 is of a lower cost. 

If K 1 is not selected in any other functions, then K2 becomes the k-cell of lower cost than 

K1 to cover 51. 

Thus, K2 cannot be eliminated as K1 cannot be selected to cover S1. 

3. Part c: 

Suppose condition 1c is not satisfied. while 1a & 1 b are satisfied. 

This means that K2 does not cover an extra free state not covered by K 1, but does cover 

an extra free state in another function. Asia. K2 is not of a lower cost. 

If K2 happens to be essential to cover the extra free state in another function, cost of K2 

in F1 becomes lowest possible, definitely lower than K1. 

So, K2 may be a lower cost coverage for S1 and K1 cannot be selected now. 
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Condition 2 

1. Part a: 

Suppose condition 2a is not satisfied and 2b is satisfied. 

As K1 is not selected in another function, and nothing is known about costs of K1 & K2, 

K2 can be of lower cost to cover 51, even though K 1 covers all free states covered by K2. 

This is same as condition 1b not satisfied, and so K2 cannot be eliminated now. 

2. Part b: 

Suppose condition 2b is not satisfied but 2c is satisfied, then cost of K1 is lowest in F1. 

But ifK2 is essential for the extra free state it covers in F1, but not covered by K1, 51 will 

be covered by K2 in a ny case. 

This is again same as condition 1a not satisfied and thus K2 cannot be eliminated against 

K1. 

Sufficiency 

The sufficiency of both conditions can be shown if the K-cell K1 can be proved to be minimal 

when each part of a condition is satisfied. 

Condition 1 

Given: 
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For a given k-cell K1 covering a reference state 81 in function F1, an alternate k-cell K2 cov

ering 81 in F1 can be eliminated if 

1. K2 does not cover a free state 82 not covered by K1 in F1; 

2. K2 is not of a lower cost than K1; 

3. in any other function F2 with corresponding reference state S1', corresponding k-cell K2' 

does not cover a free state S3 not covered by corresponding k-cell k1'. 

To show that: 

K1 can be included in the minimal expression of F1; i.e., 

1. K1 is the lowest cost k-cell covering S1 in F1; 

2. K1 in not redundant in F1. 

Proof: 

It is easy to show that K1 is a lowest cost k-cell covering S1, as it is obvious from condition 2 

above that no alternate k-cell K2 exists in F1 with a cost lower than that of K1. 

Hence, K1 should be selected to cover 81 rather than any alternate k-cell K2 if K1 can be 

shown to be non-redundant in F1. 

Note that K1 cannot be made redundant by K2 in F1 as, from condition 1 above, K2 does not 

cover an extra free state 82 not covered by K1. If it did, this extra free state covered by K2 

might make selection of K2 essential. 
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Thus, the only way in which K 1 can be redundant is if K2' is essential in F2 so that, due to the 

selection of K2' in F2, cost of K2 = 1 in F1 which cannot be greater than the cost of K1. 

Hence. to show that K1 is not redundant in F1, we now have to show that, 

there cannot exist a k-cell K2 in F1 such that K2' in F2 is essential. .•• A 

Suppose there does exist such a k-cell K2 such that K2' in F2 is essential. 

This means that, 

K2' covers a free state S3 such that K2' is the only k-cell covering S3 in F2 .... B 

But. from condition 3 above, K2' does not cover a free state not covered by K1' in F2. Thus, 

obviously, every free state covered by K2' is covered by K1'; and hence S3 covered by K2' is 

also covered by K1'. 

It can be seen that K2' cannot be selected instead of the alternate k-cell K1' to cover reference 

state S3, as, from given conditions 2 & 3 above, K1' may cover a free state not covered by 

K2' or K2' may be of a higher cost. 

It follows that, 

S3 is covered by K2' as well as K1'and thus K2' is not the only k-cell covering S3 .... C 

Statements Band C are clearly contradictory, which shows that the above assumption is not 

possible. 

Thus we can say that validity of statement A has been shown. 

Hence, we can infer that K1 is indeed not redundant, given the conditions 1.2 & 3 above. 

We have showed that K1 can be included in the minimal expression of F1 as K1 is the lowest 

cost k-celf covering S1 and it is not redundant in F1. 
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Condition 2 

Given: 

For a given k-cell K1 covering a reference state 51 in function F1, for any alternate k-cell K2 

covering 51 in F1: 

1. corresponding k-cell K1' in F2 has already been selected; 

2. K2 does not cover a free state 52 not covered by K1 in F1. 

To show that: 

K1 can be included in the minimal expression for F1, i.e., 

1. K1 is the lowest cost k-cell covering 51 in F1; 

2. K1 is not redundant in F1. 

Proof: 

Again, it is obvious that K1 is of lowest cost as cost of K1 = 1 in F1 due to the selection of 

K1' in F2. 

Hence, K1 can be selected immediately in F1 if it can be shown to be non-redundant in F1. 

K1 can be rendered redundant if an alternate k-cell K2 is essential in F1. 

This is possible only if K2 covers a free state where K2 is the only k-cell covering 51. In other 

words, if K2 covers a free state which is not covered by K1. But this contradicts the given 

condition 2 above. 
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Thus, it is not possible to have K2 such that it is essential in F1. Hence, K1 cannot be rendered 

redundant by an alternate k-cell K2 covering S1 in F1. 

The other way in which K 1 can be redundant in F1 is if an alternate k-cell K2 exists in F1 such 

that K2' in F3 is essential. But since, from condition 1 above, K1' in F2 has been already se

lected, cost of K1 in F1 = 1. 

Thus, even if a K2 exists in F1 such that K2' in F3 is essential, cost of K2 in F1 = 1, which is 

not less than that of K1 in F1. Hence, to cover S1, K1 is still the lowest cost k-cell in F1. 

Hence, since S1 has to be covered by a k-cell, it might as well be covered by K1, as it can 

never cost more than any other k-cell. 

Thus, K1 is not redundant in F1, given conditions 1 and 2 above. 

We have showed that K1 can be included in the minimal expression of F1 as K1 is the lowest 

cost k-cell covering S1 and it is not redundant in F1. 

3.4.2 Rule 2: Elimination Rule 

The necessity has already been shown under the Selection Rule proofs. For sufficiency, we 

have to show that for any k-cells K1 and K2, if condition 1 or 2 satisfied, we can eliminate K2 

from any further consideration as an alternate k-cell in all the functions, irrespective of 

whether K1 is the minimal coverage or not. 

Condition 1 

Given: 
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For given k-cells K1 & K2 in F1, conditions 1(a,b&c) satisfied at a given reference state 81. 

To show that: 

K2 can be eliminated from all the functions where it exists, i.e., K2 is redundant in all the 

functions. 

Proot 

For K2 to be non-redundant in any function, either it should be of a lower cost than K1 or it 

can possibly be essential in F1 or another function. 

From condition 1b, we know that it is not of a lower cost than K1. 

From condition 1a & 1c, we can say that all free states covered by K2 are also covered by Ki 

in F1 and any other function; so K1 cannot be essential in any function. 

Hence, K2 is redundant in all the functions as it is neither of a lower cost nor covers an extra 

free state not covered by K 1. 

Therefore, K2 can be eliminated against K 1. 

Condition 2 

Given: 

For given k-cells K 1 & K2 in Fi, conditions 2(a&b) satisfied at a given reference state 81. 

To show that: 

K2 can be eliminated from F1, i.e., K2 is redundant in F1. 
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Proof: 

Since K1 is already selected in another function. cost of K1 in F1 = 1, which cannot be higher 

than that of K2 (previously selected or not). 

Hence, to eliminate K2 from F1, we just have to make sure that K2 is not essential in F1. From 

condition 1b, we know that K2 cannot be essential, since all free states covered by K2 are also 

covered by K1 in F1. 

Thus, K2 is redundant in F1 and so can be eliminated. 

3.4.3 Rule 3: Branching Rule 

Justification of Rule 3 is rather obvious. We select a reference state with least possible alter

nate coverage so that we have least posiible branches in most cases. Ending up with least 

possible branches cannot be ensured always because a branching with higher alternate cov

erage might give no further branches, while a branching with lower alternate coverage might 

give further branching. 

In other words, we choose a depth-first search rather than a width-first search. In its computer 

implementation, we shall introduce some convenient cut-off criterion to terminate the branch 

as soon as its cost exceeds the cut-off limit. This effectively limits the maximum depth of any 

search branch. 
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3.5 Illustration 

3.5.1 Gate-input count cost function 

The following example illustrates the conditions for k-cell selection. Here, the multi-output 
logical matrix discussed in Chapter 2 is used to compute the solution manually. For each k-cell 
selection, Figure 4(a-v) shows the graphical representation on the logical matrix. 

Problem: 

F(4) = (F1,F2,F3) 
F1 = m(0,4,5,9) + d(8) 
F2 = m(4,7,8,9,13} + d{0,5) 
F3 = m(7,13,15) 

Solution: 

Figure 4(a) shows the problem transformed to the logical matrix. 

We now scan each free state (5) for possible selection of it as a reference state (51) (non
dominating free state) and the possible selection of a k-cell (K1) covering it in that function (F1) 
using Rules 1 & 2. 

Note that, from the definition, all dominating free states are considered bound and therefore 
cannot be considered as reference states. For a free state 5 in F1 to be a reference state 
(non-dominating) 51, all other free states covered by k-cells covering 5 in F1 should in turn 
be covered by a k-cell not covering 5 in F1. 

Rule 1·2: 

1. Free state: 5 = [1,018 

k-cel/s covering S: acd(0,4)9, bcd(0,8) 

For 5 to be a reference state, all other free states covered by acd and bcd, viz. state [1,41 
(state [1.8] is bound), should be covered by a k-cell in F1 other than acd and bcd. As the 
free state [1,4] has an alternate k-cell in aBc(4,5), it cannot be dominated by [1,0]. There
fore, 5 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 51 = [1,OJ 

• For K1 = acd, K2 = bcd violates condition 1c, as K2' in F2 covers a free state [2,8] 
not covered by K l' in F2. 

• For K1 = bcd, K2 = Bcd violates condition 1a, as K2 in F1 covers a free state [1,4] 
not covered by K1 in F1. 

k-cell eliminated: None 

k-cell selected: None 

States covered: None 

8 The notation [f,s] will be used to denote a state which belongs to function f and whose index is s. 

9 The parentheses immediately following the k-cell consists of the list of states covered by that k-cell. 
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Cost:10 None 

2. Free state: S = [1,4] 

k-cells covering S: acd(O,4), aBc(4,5) 

The free state [1,0] has an alternate k-cell in bcd(O,8), but the free state [1,5] has no other 
coverage other than aBc(4,5). Therefore, [1,4] dominates [1,5] and thus S = [1,41 is not a 
reference state. 

Since [1,4] is a dominating state, it can be effectively considered as bound (Figure 4(b)). 
This is due to the fact that, as discussed previously, [1,41 will be covered automatically 
when [1,5] is covered. 

Reference state: Not possible 

k-ceJl eliminated: None 

k-cell selected: None 

States covered: [1,41 

Cost: None 

3. Free state: S = [1,5] 

k-cefls covering S: aBc(4,5) 

As the state [1,4J has been bound, aBc covers no other free states. Therefore, [1,5] can
not dominate any free state. Therefore, S is a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [1,5] 

Since K 1 = aBc is the only k-cell covering [1,5], Rule 1 is satisfied. Hence, k-celf aBc is 
selected in (Figure 4{c)). 

It can be seen that aBc cannot be the only k-cell selected in F1, as not all free states in 
F1 are covered by aBc. This should always be checked when the k-cell is selected in a 
function is the first one in that function. If the k-cell does cover all free states in that 
function, no OR-cost will be incurred by selection of such a k-cell. 

k-cell eliminated: None 

K-ce/l selected: aBc in F1. 

States covered: [1,5] 

COSt:11 3 + 1 

4. Free state: S = [1,9] 

k-cells covering S: Abc(8,9) 

As Abc covers no other free states, [1,9] cannot dominate any free state. Therefore, S is 
a reference state. 

10 This will indicate the total (AND + OR)-cost of the minimal form at this point. 

11 The first figure is the OR-cost, while the second one is the AND-cost. 
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Reference state: S1 = [1,9] 

Since K1 = Abc is the only k-cell covering [1,9], Rule 1 is satisfied. Hence, k-cell Abc is 
selected in F1 (Figure 4(d)). 

k-ceJ/ eliminated: None 

K-cell selected: Abc in F1. 

States covered: [1,9] 

Cost: 6 + 2 

5. Free state: S = [2.4] 

k..cel/s covering S: aBc(4,5), acd(O,4) 

As the states [2.5J and [2.0] are both bound, aBc covers no other free states. Therefore, 
[2,4] cannot dominate any free state. Therefore, S is a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [2,4] 

• For K1 = aBc, K2 = acd, condition 2(a&b) satisfied, since aBc has been selected in 
F1 and acd does not cover a free state not covered by aBc. Therefore, acd is elimi
nated from F2 only. 

Since K1 = aBc is now the only k-cell covering [2,4], Rule 1 is satisfied. Hence, k-cell 
aBc is selected in F2 (Figure 4(e)). 

Note again that aBc does not cover all free states in F2, and so it cannot be the only 
k-cell. 

k-cel/ eliminated: acd in F2. 

K-cell selected: aBc in F2. 

States covered: [2,4J 

Cost: 6 + 3 

6. Free state: S = [2,71 

k-cells covering S: aBD(5,7), aBCD(7). 

No other free states covered by k-cells covering [2,7], as [2,5] is bound. Therefore, S is 
a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [2,7} 

• For K1 = aBO, K2 = aBCD violates condition ic, as K2' in F3 covers a free state [3,7} 
not covered by Ki' in F3 (K1' does not exist in F3). Hence, aBCD cannot be elimi
nated. 

• For K1 = aBCD, K2 = aBO violates condition 1b, as aBO is of a lower cost than 
aBCD. Hence, aBO cannot be eliminated. 

k-ce/l eliminated: None 

k-cell selected: None 

States covered: None 
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Cost: 6 + 3 

7. Free state: 8 = [2,B] 

k-ce/ls covering S: Abc{B,9). bcd(O,B) 

As the state [2,9] has an alternate k-cell in k-cell AcO{9,13). [2,B1 cannot dominate [2.91. 
Therefore, 8 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [2,B] 

• For K1 = Abc, K2 = bcd, condition 2(a&b) satisfied, since Abc has been selected in 
F1 and bcd does not cover a free state not covered by Abc. Therefore, bcd is elimi
nated from F2 only. 

8ince K1 = Abc is now the only k-cell covering [2,B]. Rule 1 is satisfied. Hence, k-ce/l 
Abc is selected in F2 (Figure 4(f». 

k-cell eliminated: bcd in F2. 

K-cel/ selected: Abc in F2. 

States covered: [2,B}. [2,91 

Cost: 6 + 4 

B. Free state: 8 = [2,13] 

k-cells covering S: AcO(9,13), BcO{5,13), ABcO(13). 

No other free states covered by k-cells covering [2,13]. Therefore, 8 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [2,13] 

• For K1 = AcO, K2 = BcD satisfies condition 1(a,b&c), since, BcD is of same cost as 
AcO and does not cover any extra free state not covered by AcO. Therefore, BcD is 
eliminated from all functions where it exists, Le., F2. 

Note that, if K1 = BcD, K2 = AcD also satisfies condition 1(a,b&c), and so anyone 
of the k-cells BcD and AcO can be eliminated. 

• For K1 = AcD, K2 = ABcD violates condition 1c, as K2' in F3 covers a free state 
[3,13J not covered by K1' in F3 (K1' does not exist in F3). Hence. ABcO cannot be 
eliminated. 

• For K1 = ABcD, K2 = AcD violates condition 1b, as AcO is of a lower cost than 
ABcD. Hence, AcO cannot be eliminated. 

k-cel/ eliminated: BcD in F2 

k-cell selected: None 

States covered: None 

Cost: 6 + 4 

9. Free state: 8 = [3,7] 

k-cells covering S: BCD(7,15). aBCD(7). 
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The only other free state [3,15] has an alternate k-cell in ABD(13.15). Therefore, 8 is a 
reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [3,7] 

• For K1 = BCD, K2 = aBCD violates condition 1c, as K2' in F2 covers a free state [2,7] 
not covered by K1' in F2 (K1' does not exist in F2). Hence, aBCD cannot be elimi
nated. 

• For K1 = aBCD, K2 = BCD violates condition 1b, as BCD is of a lower cost than 
aBCD. Hence, AcD cannot be eliminated. 

k-cell eliminated: None 

k-cel/ selected: None 

States covered: None 

Cost: 6 + 4 

10. Free state: 5 = [3,13] 

k-cells covering S: ABD(13,15), ABcD(13). 

The only other free state [3,15] has an alternate k-cell in BCD(7,15). Therefore, 8 is a 
reference state. 

Reference state: 51 = [3,13] 

• For K1 = ABO, K2 = ABcD violates condition 1c, as K2' in F2 covers a free state 
[2,13] not covered by K1' in F2 (K1' does not exist in F2). Hence, ABcD cannot be 
eliminated. 

• For K1 = ABcD, K2 = ABO violates condition 1b, as ABO is of a lower cost than 
ABcD. Hence, ABO cannot be eliminated. 

k-ce/l eliminated: None 

k-cell selected: None 

States covered: None 

Cost: 6 + 4 

11. Free state: 8 = [3,15] 

k-cells covering S: ABD(7.15), BCD(13,15). 

Other free state [3,15] has an alternate k-cell in aBCO(7) and [3,13] has an alternate k-celJ 
in ABcD(13). Therefore, 5 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [3,15] 

• For K1 = ABO, K2 = BCD violates condition 1a, as BCD covers a free state [3,13] 
not covered by ABO. Hence, BCD cannot be eliminated. 

• For K1 = BCD, K2 = ABO violates condition 1a, as ABO covers a free state [3,71 not 
covered by BCD. Hence, ABD cannot be eliminated. 

k-cel/ eliminated: None 

k-cell selected: None 
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States covered: None 

Cost: 6 + 4 

After checking out all the states, we list the states which are not yet covered: 

[1,0], [2,7]. [2.13], [3,7]. [3,131, [3,15] 

Since all the states are not covered, we scan each of the above states again to check if any 
of them can be covered now. This is necessary because a k-cell which could not be selected 
previously to cover a given state might now be selected due to some other states getting 
bound during selection of other k-cells. 

1. Free state: S = [1,OJ 

k-cells covering S: acd(OA). bcd(0,8) 

Note that none of these were eliminated from F1, though they were eliminated from F2. 
After a k-cell is eliminated from a function, it will no longer be considered as a possible 
coverage for any free states in that function. 

As no other free states are covered, S is still a reference state. Note that this has to be 
checked again because a state which was previously a free state, may no longer be one 
due to elimination of some k-cells during covering of some other states. 

Reference state: 81 = [1,0] 

• For K1 = acd, K2 = bcd satisfies condition 1{a,b&c). as now, since [2,81 has been 
bound, K2' does not cover any free state not covered by K1' in F1. Therefore, acd 
can now be selected for covering [1,0] in F1 (Figure 4(g). 

Note that if K1 = bcd, K2 = acd are considered, bcd also satisfies condition 1(a,b&c) 
as [2,0] is also bound. Hence in this case, whichever k-cell is selected out of acd & 
bcd, we get the minimal solution. 

k-ceJ/ eliminated: bcd in F1 

k-cell selected: acd in F1 

States covered: [1,0] 

Cost: 9 + 5 

We can similarly check the rest of the not yet covered free states and find that none of them 
can be covered still. We can apply the branching rule only after scanning all free states for 
possible elimination of any more k-cells and still cannot eliminate any. This being the case 
here, we apply the branching rule, Rule 3. 

Rule 3: 

Reference state for branching: [2,7] 

We could have selected any of the uncovered states since all of them have two alternate 
coverage. 

Alternate k-ceJls possible: aBO(5,7), aBCO(7) 

Branch 1: (Figure 4(h)). 

k-ce/J selected: aBO in F2 
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States covered: [2,7] 

Cost: 12 + 6 

We now apply Rule 1 & 2 again for the rest of the uncovered states. 

Rule 1·2: 

We see that [3,13] can still not be covered as none of the two k-cells ABO and ABeD can still 
be eliminated. Therefore, we go to the next state. 

1. Free state: 8 = [3,7] 

k-ce/ls covering S: BCD(7,15), aBCO(7). 

8 is still a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [3.7] 

• For K1 = BCD, K2 = aBCD satisfies condition 1(a,b&c), as K2' in F2 no longer covers 
a free state not covered by K1' in F2, as state [2,7] is now bound. Hence, k-cell aBeD 
can now be eliminated. 

BCD being the only k-cell, it is selected in F3 (Figure 4(i». Note again that BCD 
cannot be the only k-cell in F3 as 13,13] is not covered by BCD. 

k-cell eliminated: aBCD in F3 

k-cell selected: BCD in F3 

States covered: [3,7], [3,15] 

Cost: 15 + 7 

Again, we see that for both uncovered states [3,13] and [2,13], none of the k-cells can be se
lected. It can be seen that, in both cases, the lower cost k-ce/l does not satisfy condition 1c 
due to the presence of a corresponding free state in another function. 

Hence we branch again as before. 

Rule 3: (Figure 4(j)). 

Reference state for branching: [2.13] 

Again. state I3,13J would be equally correct as both have two alternate coverage. 

Alternate k-cells possible: AcD(9,13), ABcD{13) 

k-cel/ selected: AcD in F2 

States covered: [2.13] 

Cost: 18 + 8 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free state [3,13]: 

Rule 1·2: 

1. Free state: 8 = 13,13] 

k-cel/s covering S: ABD(13,15). ABcD(13) 
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S is a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [3,13] 

• For K1 = ABO. K2 = ABcD condition 1(a,b&c) satisfied, as state [2.13} is now bound. 
Thus. k-cell ABcD can be eliminated. 

ABO being the only k-cell. by Rule 1, ABO is selected in F3 (Figure 4(k)). 

k-cel/ eliminated: ABcO 

k-cell selected: ABO 

states covered: [3,131 

Cost: 21 + 9 

We can check now that all states are covered and so branch 1 terminates here. 

Cost of branch 1: 30 

Branch 2: (Figure 4(1)). 

Reference state for branching: [2,13J 

k-cel/ selected: ABcO in F2 

States covered: [2.13] 

Cost: 19 + 8 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free state [3,13]: 

Rule 1·2: 

1. Free state: S = [3.13] 

k-cel/s covering S: ABD(13,15), ABcO(13) 

S is a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [3.13} 

• For K1 = ABcD, K2 = ABD condition 2(a&b) satisfied, as ABcD is selected in F2 and 
ABO does not cover an extra free state. So, ABO is eliminated. 

ABcO being the only k-cell, by Rule 1, ABcO is selected in F3 (Figure 4(m)). Again, 
ABcD cannot be the only k-cell in F3. 

k-cell eliminated: ABO 

k-ce/l selected: ABcO 

states covered: [3,13] 

Cost: 19 + 9 

All states are covered and so branch 2 terminates here. 

Cost of branch 2: 28 
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Branch 3: (Figure 4(n)). 

Reference state for branching: [2,7] 

k-cel/ selected: aBCD in F2 

States covered: [2,71 

Cost: 13 + 6 

Again, applying Rule 1 & 2 for the rest of the uncovered states. 

Rule 1·2: 

We see that [3,13] cannot be covered in this case also, and so we go to the next state. 

For state [3,7]. in this case, for K1 = aBCD, K2 = BCD satisfies condition 2a but not 2b, as 
aBCD is selected already in F2 (2a) but state [3,15] is free and is covered by BCD (2b). Hence, 
k-cell BCD cannot be eliminated. Similarly, as aBCD is of lower cost it cannot be eliminated 
either. 

Again, we see that for both other uncovered states [3,13] and [2,13], none of the k-cells can 
be selected for the same reason as before. 

Hence we branch again. 

Rule 3: (Figure 4(0». 

Reference state for branching: [2,13] 

Alternate k-cells possible: AcD(9,13), ABcD(13) 

k-cell selected: AcO in F2 

States covered: [2,13] 

Cost: 16 + 7 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free states [3,13]: [3,15] and [3,7J; 

Rule 1·2: 

1. Free state: 5 = [3,13] 

k-cells covering S: ABD(13.15). ABcO(13) 

5 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 51 = [3,131 

• For K 1 = ABO, K2 = ABcD condition 1{a,b&c) satisfied, as state [2,13] is now bound. 
Thus, k-cell ABcD can be eliminated. 

ABO being the only k-cell, ABO is selected in F3 (Figure 4(p)). Also, ABO cannot be 
the only k-cell in F3. 

k-cell eliminated: ABcD in F3 

k-ce/l selected: ABO in F3 

states covered: [3,13], [3,15J 
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Cost: 19 + 8 

2. Free state: S = [3,7] 

k-cel/s covering S: BCD(7,15), aBCD(7). 

S is still a reference state. 

Reference state: S1 = [3.7] 

• For K1 = aBCD, K2 = BCD satisfies condition 2(a&b), as [3,15] is now bound. Hence, 
k-cell BcD can now be eliminated. 

aBCD being the only k-ce II , it is selected in F3 (Figure 4(q)). 

k-cell eliminated: BCD in F3 

k-cel/ selected: aBCD in F3 

States covered: [3,7J 

Cost: 19 + 9 

All states are covered again and so branch 3 terminates here. 

Cost of branch 3: 28 

Branch 4: (Figure 4(r)). 

Reference state for branching: [2,13] 

k-cel/ selected: ABcD in F2 

States covered: [2,13] 

Cost: 17 + 7 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free states, we find that no more k-cells can be 
selected. For [3,7], aBCD(7) does not satisfy condition 2b as BCD(7,15) covers a free state 
[3,15] and BCD does not satisfy condition 1b as aBCD is of a lower cost. For [3,13J, aBCD(13) 
cannot be selected as ABD(13,15) violates condition 2b and ABO cannot be selected as aBCD 
violates condition 1b. Similarly for [3,15]. both ABD(7.15) and BCD{13.15) violates condition 1a 
as each covers a free state not covered by the other. 

Hence we branch again. 

Rule 3: (Figure 4(s)). 

Reference state for branching: [3,71 

Alternate k-ce/ls possible: BCD(7,15). aBCD(7) 

k-cell selected: BCD in F3 

States covered: [3,7], [3,15] 

Cost: 20 + 8 

Here too, BCD cannot be the only k-cell in F3, so OR-cost is included. 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free state [3.13]; 
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Rule 1·2: 

1. Free state: 8 = [3,13] 

k-cel/s covering S: ABD{13,15). ABcD(13) 

8 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [3,13] 

• For K1 = ABcDI K2 = ABD condition 2(a&b) satisfied as [3 115] is bound, and so ABD 
is eliminated. 

ABcD being the only k-cell, ABcD is selected in F3 (Figure 4(t». 

k-ceJ/ eliminated: ABD in F3 

k-cel/ selected: ABcD in F3 

states covered: [3,13] 

Cost: 20 + 9 

All states are covered and so branch 4 terminates here. 

Cost of branch 4: 29 

Branch 5: (Figure 4(u)). 

Reference state for branching: [3,7] 

k-ce/l selected: aBCD in F3 

States covered: [3,7] 

Cost: 17 + 8 

Again we check that aBCD cannot be the only k-cell in F3. Recall that this has to be checked 
in each branch when first k-cell selected for each function. 

Applying Rule 1 & 2 again for the remaining free states [3,13] and [3,15]; 

Rule 1-2: 

1. Free state: 8 = [3,15] 

k-cel/s covering S: ABD(13,15), BCD(7,15) 

8 is a reference state. 

Reference state: 81 = [3,15] 

• For K1 = ABO, K2 = BCD condition 1(a,b&c) satisfied as [3,7] is bound. and so BCD 
is eliminated. 

ABD being the only k-cell, ABD is selected in F3 (Figure 4(v)). 

k-cell eliminated: BCD in F3 

k-ceJ/ selected: ABD in F3 
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states covered: [3,13], [3,151 

Cost: 20 + 9 

All states are covered and so branch 4 terminates here. 

Cost of branch 5: 29 

Hence, finally comparing the costs of all five branches, cost of branches 2 & 3 are minimum 
( =28). 

Hence, the minimal forms are: 

1. F1 = aBc + Abc + acd 
F2 = aBc + Abc + aBO + ABcD 
F3 = BCD + ABcD 

2. F1 = aBc + Abc + acd 
F2 = aBc + Abc + aBCD + AcD 
F3 = ABO + aBCD 

The above example gives a fair idea of manual computation of multi-output minimization using 

the logical matrix. In the next chapter, we describe the computer implementation of this al-

gorithm. 
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Chapter 4 

Computer Implementation 

4.1 Computer Algorithm 

For the purpose of computer implementation of the proposed algorithm, we need to introduce 

some extensions. These are not modifications, but merely some convenience features intro

duced in the way the algorithm is applied. 

When applying the algorithm rules in manual computations, we can easily notice that the 

process of obtaining maximal k-cells and the process of selecting them for the minimal form 

are essentially concurrent. This is because we do not form all possible maximal k-cells cov

ering all free states in each function before we start selecting them. Instead, we identify max

imal k-cells covering the given reference state only (in all the functions where it exists) and 

then look for possible selection of one of those k-cells to cover that reference state. The rea

son behind this approach is that as the free states are covered by selection of k-cells, we do 
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not have to form all possible maximal k-cells covering these bound states. Thus, this approach 

saves us computation required for formation of k-cells covering some of the free states. 

One way to obtain all possible maximal k-cells covering a state is to construct the k-cells by 

comparing indices of each reference state with those of all the other free as well as bound 

states, as done in the conventional approach. Another way is to generate the k-celJs for the 

given number of variables and the given set of states. The main difference between these two 

approaches is that the former one constructs all lower order k-cells on its way to construct the 

maximal higher-order k-cells, while the latter starts with the highest order k-cell possible in 

the given function and then goes on to generate only the maximal lower order k-cells. Also. 

in the former method. the k-cells are constructed from the set of states of the given function, 

while in the latter method, k-cells of a given order are generated first and then checked for its 

existence in the set of states of the given function. There are some obvious advantages of the 

generation approach over the conventional one, which we shall discuss in the next chapter. 

It is easier to appreciate this method for the purpose of computer implementation once the 

k-cell generation algorithm described below is investigated. 

4.1.1 K-cell Generation 

This constitutes the first stage of the minimization program, which generates all possible 

maximal k-cells covering each free state in each function. The following are the basic ideas 

behind this method. 

• In the process of k-cell generation. it is clear that we need to generate only those k-cells 

that cover at least one free state. This redlJces the scope of k-cell generation from total 

number of k-cells possible in an n-variable boolean function to a definite subset depend

ing on the given function to be minimized. Also, we generate k-cells simultaneously for 
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all the functions. i.e., each generated k-cell is checked for all the functions. It can be seen 

that this would be most efficient for a problem with a lot of functions and a lot of possible 

maximal k-cells. Hence. the more complex a problem. the more efficient the k-cell gen

eration becomes, for a given number of variables. 

• We generate higher order k-celfs first because if we start covering free states by higher 

order maximal k-cells, we would have to generate a smaller number of lower order k

cells. Note that we generate k-celfs of a lower order only if all free states are not covered 

by the higher order k-cells generated so far. This means that we generate all k-celJs of a 

given order and then, before going on to a next lower order, we check for each free state 

being covered by at least one k-cell generated so far. If each of them are covered. we stop 

any more k-cell generation. This prevents any non-maximal k-cells (subcells of an exist

ing higher order k-cell) being generated to cover a free state which has been covered by 

a higher order k-cell. 

• For the case of a multi-output function, we have to generate the maximal subce/ls also. 

Recall that these are the subcells of single output maximal k-cells of each functions if they 

are maximally shared in two or more functions. To accommodate this extension, we 

modify the definition of a free state being covered by a k-cell generated. 

Maximally-covered states: 

A free state is said to be maximally-covered by a given k-cell generated if that k-cell exists 

in all the functions where the given free state exists. 

The idea is to keep generating lower order k-cells only till a k-cell is generated which 

exists in all the functions where a not-yet-covered free state exists. i.e .• when a k-cell is 

generated which is maximally shared in all the functions. This will ensure generation of 

all maximal subcells which are maximally shared in any combinations of functions. 
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It can be shown that some non-maximal subcells may also be generated. The reason for 

this is that we stop generation of k-cells for a free state only when a k-cell generated is 

shared maximally in all functions with this free state. Because of this, we may end up 

generating a k-cell which is not shared in all of the functions and is also not maximally 

shared in the functions where it exists. An example of such a case is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5(a) & (b) show the only two maximal k-cells possible for this multi-output function. 

Note that we stop generating any more k-cells after the k-cell abd is generated, which 

exists in all three functions. But since we have to generate al/ k-cells of the same order 

as abd before we can stop, two non-maximal k-cells bcd & bCd, as shown in Figure 5(c) 

& (d) are also generated. 

So what we have here is a compromise between the two options. The first one is that of 

taking all possible intersection combinations of functions F1,F2, .. ,Fn and obtaining maxi-

mal k-cells for these 2n - 1 combinations12, as done in the conventional method. The 

second option is to generate only the maximal k-cells for all the functions at a time and 

generate subcells of these maximal k-cells only until a k-cell of a given order is generated 

which is shared maximally in all the functions. We choose the second option for the ob· 

vious advantage of saving a lot of computation as well as for the fact that the overhead 

computation of generating a few non-maximal subcells is, in most cases, negligibly small 

compared to repeating the process 2n - 1 times. 

• It is obvious that we do not need to start with the highest order k-cells possible, i.e., of the 

order of log2n in the n-variable problem given, as for such a k-cell to exist, number of 

non-zero states required would be 2n. We can determine the value of k (or the order of 

k-cell) for the highest order k-celf possible from the following relation: 

2 (km) Ie T Ie 2(km +1) 

<' <" 
'-

12 Number of ways 1,2, .. or n functions can be selected for intersection equals 2n - 1 . 
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where Km is the maximum possible value of k and T is the total number of non-zero states 

in the given boolean function. 

This simply means that if the number of non-zero states in the given function is not large 

enough to form a k-cell, such a k-cell cannot exist in the given function. Instead, we start 

with the highest order km-cell which can be accommodated within the total number of 

non-zero states T. The value of km can be easily computed from the relation13: 

km = INT( log2 n 

The above relation prevents unnecessary higher order k-cells from being generated. 

Note that in a multi-output function, since k-cells are generated for all the functions si

multaneously, T in the above relation would be Tmax, Tmax being the maximum number 

of non-zero states in any function. 

• As discussed in Chapter 2, we have the word-AND relation 

k-cell index = g-cell index .AND. state index 

So we generate a generic cell (starting with the one of order km ) and then form all pos

sible k-cells by computing the corresponding k-cell index using the above relation for only 

those states which are not yet maximally-covered. We go on to the next lower order ge

neric k-cell only if a free state is still not maximally-covered by any k-cells generated so 

far. Note that if we have to go to a next lower order to cover a set of free stabs, we have 

to generate all possible k-cells of that order for that set of free states only. After that, we 

again check if still any more free states are left to be covered, and if so, go to the next 

lower order of generic cells. 

13 INT(x) gives the truncated integer number for real x. 
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We shall discuss the actual logic of k-cell generation, based on the above points, later in this 

Chapter. 

4.1.2 K-cell Selection 

The manual and the computer computation of selection of k-cells from possible alternate 

covers is exactly the same as far as the application of rules 1,2 & 3 is concerned. Hence. the 

output of the k-cell generation module gives us possible coverages for each free state and 

we eliminate and select the k-cells out of these alternate covers by applying the rules 1 & 2. 

The only extension is while branching and it is discussed below. 

Modified Branching Rule: 

According to the branching rule (Rule 3) stated in Chapter 3, we continue to search all 

branches of the minimization tree until all free states are covered by selected k-ce/ls in that 

branch. This means, as in the illustration in Chapter 3, that we may have to branch further in 

the search and then again trace all such offshoots of the original branch. In an NP-hard 

problem such as the general boolean minimization, in large and complex problems, we may 

end up with an astronomical number of branches and as a result computation time shoots up 

exponentially. 

If we can specify a cut-off value for any branch in the tree, we may abort the search of a par

ticular branch as soon as it exceeds this cut-off value. Since we are essentially looking for the 

branches with minimum cost, the cut-off value is obviously in terms of the cost of the branch 

at the instant of cut-off. If we are looking for a minimal implementation in a given program

mable logic device with its device constraints or with any other hardware constraints in mind, 

the cut-off value is off course the constraint that is exceeded first. These constraints could 

be, for instance, maximum number of minterms (maximum number of k-cell selections per-
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mitted) or the maximum size of any individual minterm (lowest order k-cell selection permit

ted) for a device such as a PLA. In an AND-OR or NAND-NAND implementation, we have the 

corresponding constraints of maximum number of gates available and the number of inputs 

in each gate. 

But when we talk about the most general multi-output minimization problem requiring all 

possible minimal solutions, we have to trace at least one branch to termination, before we can 

obtain a cut-off value. Now, if this branch happens to be far from minimal and adjacent 

branches would most probably be nearer to this branch because of same roots, we might end 

up tracing a lot of branches unnecessarily before we can get to a reasonably close cut-off 

value. 

To circumvent this uncertainty problem of the cut-off value, we suggest the sum of single

output minimal cost to be taken as the initial cut-off value. The single output minimal forms 

are the minimal forms of each function taken individually. Since sum of the costs of single

output minimal forms cannot be less than their multi-output implementation (due to more 

shared k-cells in the latter). this sum gives a reasonably close cut-off value to start with. As 

computation of single output minimum forms is usually much less complex, time taken by this 

computation is just a fraction of the total computation time. This may not be true for the 

manual computation, but we can hardly handle problems involving too many branches man

ually. 

As mentioned earlier, this approach particularly becomes very efficient for the problems of 

very large size and complexity. Due to its reasonable closeness to multi-output solution most 

of the time, this initial cut-off value avoids a lot of branching further down in the search. 

We can now state the modified branching rule, which incorporates the branch-and-bound 

method based on the initial cut-off value of single-output minimum cost sum. 
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Modified Rule 3: 

If no k-cell can be selected after application of Rule 1 & 2 to all possible reference states, a 

reference state with least number of alternate k-cell coverage is selected, each of these al

ternate k-cells being selected one at a time and for each of these selection branches, Rule 1 

& 2 are applied as before until all states are covered or the cost of that branch exceeds the 

sum of single-output minimal form costs. 

The minimal form or forms are the completely searched branches with the least cost. 

The branching rule and the subsequent tree searching is implemented using recursive co

routines. One of these applies Rule 1 & 2 to all free states until all are covered or no more can 

be covered. In the latter case it calls the other routine which selects each possible alternate 

k-cell one at a time and then in turn calls the first routine each time. Thus. these routines keep 

calling each other recursively until all states are covered in all branches. To now introduce the 

above modification, we keep track of the cost of the current branch and update it whenever a 

k-cell is selected. After each such update, we check if the cost exceeds the single-output 

cut-off value, and if it does, we terminate the search for this branch immediately and start from 

its most recent root into the next adjacent branch. This way, we need not store information 

about all the branches that are abandoned but store only the current branch (the branch being 

traced now) and the branches with minimum cost at this paint. Thus, at the end, we would 

be left with only the branches which are minimal. 

It can be easily appreciated that this technique saves a substantial amount of redundant 

computation, especially in a large and complex problem. We discuss the detailed logic of the 

k-cell selection and branching later in this chapter. 
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4.2 Program Specifications 

The program objective is to accept a multi-output boolean function as input and compute its 

multi-output minimal cost expression(s), based on the proposed algorithm. We specify below 

the requirements for input and output as well as the program capabilities. 

4.2.1 Input-Output Requiren1ents 

Input Format: 

The program accepts a boolean function as a set of non-zero states. Thus, any multi-output 

boolean function can be accepted as a set of 1-states and d-states (don't cares) for each 

function. The program asks for the following basic input data: 

1. Number of functions (x). 

2. Number of variables (n). 

3. Set of 1-states for each function (m1,m2, ... ,mp). 

4. Set of d-states for each function (d1,d2, ... ,dq). 

It should be noted that another form the function may be available in is the truth table. This 

can be easily converted into the required compact form, as each row of the truth table re

presents a state. 

Output Format: 

The primary output required is of course all possible minimal forms of the given multi-output 

function. These are given as sets of prime-implicants for each function, represented in terms 

of the input variables. In addition, it gives the costs of both single-output and multi-output 
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minimal forms for comparison. As an indication to the size of the branchings, it also gives the 

total number of terminal nodes of the minimization tree. Note that in this case terminal node 

may be either due to a completed search or due to an aborted search as discussed in the 

previous section. 

4.2.2 Program Features 

The following are the main features of the multi-output minimization program. 

1. The program gives the most general solution of multi'-output minimization problem. It ac-

cepts a mufti-output boolean function with any number of functions of any number of 

variables.14 and computes aI/ possible minimal forms for its two level logic implementa-

tion, based on the proposed algorithm. 

• 
2. The first module of the program computes all possible multi-output k-cell coverages for 

each free state in each function. by the method of k-cell generation as opposed to the 

method of forming of k-cells by extensive comparison. As discussed earlier, we do not 

generate redundant higher order and lower order k-cells, but generate only those k-cells 

which cover a free state and whose orders lie within the non-redundant range. 

3. The second module then selects minimal k-cells out of the alternate coverages for each 

free state, by repeated application of rules 1, 2 & 3 until all free states are covered by at 

least one selected k-cell. Co-recursion15 is used to implement this repeated application 

of selection/elimination and branching; routine A for rules 1-2 and routine B for rule 3. The 

program essentially ends when these routines come out of the recursive loop, 

14 With, of course, the computer system limitations on available memory and maximum computation 
time. 

15 This is the case of A calling Band B calling A recursively. 
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4. As mentioned earlier, definition of cost-function is dependent on the device implementa-

tion. The proposed algorithm is independent of the cost-function specification for multi-

output minimization. The program includes two cost-functions for which it computed the 

minimal forms of a given multi-output boolean function, viz., the gate-input count cost 

function and the PLA area cost function, both defined in Chapter 3. 

The program output gives minimal forms for both of these cost definitions. 

5. The program has the capability to accommodate any cut-off value specified for the pur-

pose of trimming down the minimization tree. A branch is not searched further once its 

cost exceeds the the cut-off value. As mentioned earlier, this cut-off value could be im-

plementation device dependent, or for the general problem, be the sum of single-output 

minimal costs. 

This single-output minimal cost sum can be easily computed by calling routines A & B 

above for each individual function, treated each time as a multi-output function of only one 

function. Such a program structure avoids any extra code for computing this cut-off value. 

6. Finally, the program has an added facility to compute minimal forms for all 2x possible 

combinations of mUlti-output function F(F1,F2, ... ,Fx), each combination corresponding to 

a subset of F being inverted1f1• The reason for such an option is that in most programmable 

logic devices and implementations, both non-inverted and inverted outputs are available 

for each individual function F1,F2, ... ,Fx. Hence, for the absolute minimal implementation 

of F, we can select a combination (out of possible 2x ), which gives the minimal over a/l 

2)( minimal form costs. 

16 The inverted form of function F1, denoted as Fl ' , has 1-states and O-states of F1 interchanged, d
states being the same. 
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To avoid computation of minimal forms for all 2x combinations, we can use a heuristic to 

compute single-output minimal forms for all 2x (non-inverted + inverted) functions 

(F1,F1',F2,F2', ... Fx,Fx') and then compute the multi-output minimal forms only for the 

combination with least single-output-cost sum, i.e., the combination {Fim1n}, i = 1 to x, 

where Fimin is Fi or Fi', whichever has the lower single-output cost. 

It should be noted that, though it can be expected to obtain the minimum of all minimal 

forms in most cases, this is still a heuristic and it is possible that a combination with least 

single-output-cost sum may result in a multi-output minimal cost greater than that of an

other combination. 

4.3 Program Logic 

4.3.1 K-cell Generation 

We have the following procedure for this first stage of the proposed algorithm. 

Start 

1. Set Q = INT{ IOg2D , where Q = order of the k-celJ & T = max number of non-zero states 

in a function. 

2. Compute a generic cell17 of order Q and set R = generic k-cell index. 

17 Refer to Chapter 2 for the details of generic k-cell generation routine. 
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3. Get a free state with index S belonging to any function which is not yet maximally-covered 

and compute the definite k-cell of index K from the word-AND relation: K = R .AND. S 

4. Check if this k-cell has been generated previously for another state. 

If already generated, go to step 6. 

5. Test if this k-cell generated exists in a function, Le., if a function exists with all 2Q states 

covered by this k-cell. 

Store this k-cell if it exists in a function. 

6. Take the next not-maximally-covered free state existing in a function and go to step 3 

(until all free states are checked for this k-cell of indices (R,Kl). 

7. Go to step 2, i.e., compute the next generic k-cel1 of order Q (until all generic k-cells of 

order Q have been generated). 

8. Make bound all the free states maximally-covered by any k-cells of order Q (so that no 

more k-cells of order < Q will be generated for these maximally-covered free states). 

9. Set Q = Q - 1, i.e., lower the order of generic cells to be generated for free states not yet 

maximally-covered, and go to step 2 (until all free states are maximally-covered). 

Stop 

4.3.2 K-cell Selection 

For the purpose of computer implementation, we have put the application of rules 1,2 & 3 in 

the form of the following procedure. 
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Start 

1. Select a free state belonging to any function and check if it is a reference state, i.e., check 

that it does not dominate any other free states. 

2. If it is not a reference state, make the state bound and go to step 7 (next free state). 

3. Apply rule 1. i.e., check if there is more than one k-cell covering this reference state in its 

function. 

If more than one k-cell. go to step 5. 

4. (If no alternate k-cells) 

a. select the only k-cell K1 covering the reference state in that function, i.e., store the 

selected k-cell and make bound all the free states covered by the k-celJ in that func

tion. 

b. Check if after selection of K 1. cost of the minimal form exceeds the cut-off value. 

If it does. go to step 10 (check jf any more branches). 

else, go to step 7 (next free state). 

5. Apply rule 2 to see if any alternate k-celJ can be eliminated. 

a. Select an alternate k-cell K2. 

b. Check for conditions 1 & 2 for first K2 as the alternate k-cell and then K1 as the al

ternate k-cell. 

c. If condition 1 or 2 satisfied. i.e., if either of K1 or K2 can be eliminated against the 

other, eliminate that k-cell as an alternate cover for the reference state. 
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d. Go to step a (until no more alternate k-cells available). 

6. Go to step 3 (until no more k-cells can be eliminated). 

7. Go to step 1 (until no more free states available). 

8. Check if any k-cells selected during the last scan of all the free states. 

If so, go to step 1 (until no k-cells selected in a complete scan of all free states). 

9. Check if any free states left, still to be covered. 

If so, go to step 11 (Le., branch). 

10. (if all states covered) 

Check if any more k-cells, covering the branching state, still to be selected (Le .• any more 

branches left to be searched). 

If so, go to step 12 (next branch), else go to step 13 (search ends). 

11. Apply Rule 3, i.e., select a reference state with minimum number of alternate coverage. 

12. Select a k-cell covering the branching reference state. 

go to step 1 (until all k-cells covering the branching state are selected one by one). 

13. Select only the branches with the minimum cost as the minimal forms. The minimum cost 

is of course the branch searched completely most recently, as all others would have been 

aborted. 

Stop 

The flowcharts showing the program structure and major procedures are given in Figure 6. 
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At ternete form 2 

Alternate form 1 

(a) Recursive tree structure of the program. 

(b) Program Multimin 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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(-Begin -:> - -

(c) Procedure Find-Minimum-Form 

For ,.: 1 to III of fn }4--"""I 

(d) Procedure Find-Single-Min-Form 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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(e) Procedure Find-all-maximal-k-cells 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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(f) Procedure Applyrules1-2 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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(h) Procedure Applyrule 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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Get a free state with 
min. alternate cover 

Select n.xt alternate 
K-Cells 

Apply rules 1 & 2 

K-Cells selected 

-- --( End ) ------

(g) Procedure Applyrule3 

Figure 6. Flowcharts showing program structure and major procedures. 
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4.4 Revised Algorithm 

In the k-cell generation procedure described in the previous section, by starting with the 

highest order k-cell possible, we eliminate generation of non-maximal lower order k-cells by 

making bound all the free states maximally-covered after every level of k-cell generation. Thus 

in this algorithm, the stages of k-cell generation and k-cel/ selection are not completely inde

pendent, as in the conventional methods. In fact, the process of converting a set of 

maximally-covered free states bound is equivalent to declaring that all possible maximal k

cells for these free states have been generated and so no more lower order k-cells should be 

generated for these states. In other words, we could apply rules 1 & 2 to these free states to 

see if a k-cell could be selected in the minimal form of the function. Hence, we have the 

possibility of constructing a minimal form simultaneously with the process of k-cell generation. 

So we see that although we have some concurrency in the two stages of the algorithm pre

sented above, this concurrency is limited only to the conversion to bound status for the free 

states maximally-covered after each level of k-cell generation, as opposed to actually obtain

ing the minimal form. The reason for the presence of concurrency is that after all potentially 

selectable k-cells of the given level are generated, we make all maximally-covered free states 

bound; and so even though we don't know which of the k-cells are going to be selected 

eventually, we know which of the free states are definitely going to be covered by these se

lected k-cells. So we go ahead and do not bother about the maximally-covered free states 

anymore, until we actually start selection of k-ceHs. 

Let us now look at the possible advantages of making the algorithm truly concurrent in the 

sense that the construction of minimal forms and k-cell generation is carried out concurrently. 

Since maximal-covering includes only those free states for which a k-cell is selected in all the 

functions where the given free state exists, we cannot yet make those free states bound which 
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do not satisfy the above condition, but may actually be a part of a selectable k-cell. Thus. if 

we apply the selection and elimination rules after each level of generic k-cell generation, we 

can now convert to don't cares not only the maximally-covered free states, but also all the free 

states covered by any k-cells that could be selected at this point. 

An important point here is that we can apply rules 1 & 2 only for those free states that are 

maximally-covered (Le., those for which a k-cell is generated in all the functions with this free 

state). This is obvious since only maximally-covered states are guaranteed to have all possi

ble maximal k-cells generated after each level of k-cell generation. It can be seen that this is 

an improvement over the computer algorithm which selects k-cells only after generation of 

all maximal k-cells, as now we avoid generation of redundant k-cells for even more free states 

than was possible previously. Note that application of the basic algorithm proposed in Chapter 

3 is not affected in any way by this revised procedure for computer implementation. 

It is easy to see that this revised computer algorithm is a truly concurrent minimization algo

rithm, as is the case with the manual implementation of the proposed algorithm. This means 

that we actually construct the minimal solution as we generate the prime implicants. So, after 

each level of generic k-cells generation, we temporarily cover those free states which are 

maximally-covered by k-cells generated so far and permanently cover (make them don't 

cares) those free states which are covered by the k-cells actually selected in the minimal form. 

Thus, the k-cells or the prime implicants are generated only until all the free states are cov

ered in either of the two ways. After this, what remains is the application of Rules 1, 2 & 3 as 

before to permanently cover all those free states which were only temporarily covered by the 

generated k-cells not yet included in the minimal form. 

Hence, we look for selection and elimination during the stage of k-cell generation, but do not 

branch until all possible k-cells are generated (Le., all free states are at least temporarily 

covered). We branch only after the completion of a/l k-cell generation and if all free states 
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have not been permanently covered by k-cells selected with application of Rules 1 & 2 after 

each level of k-cell generation. 

To illustrate this concept of concurrency and to show the obvious improvement in the revised 

algorithm, consider the example given in Figure 7 which is the same example with which we 

illustrated the possibility of non-maximal k-cell generation earlier in the chapter (Figure 5). 

Figure 7(a) shows the first level (of order 2) of k-cefl generation. At this point, we can tem

porarily cover only the maximally-covered free states 8 & 10 in both F1 & F2, as the k-cell bd 

is generated in both the functions where these free states exist. Had it not been for the re

vised algorithm. we would still be generating all next level (of order 1) k-cells, viz., abd, bcd 

& bCd, out of which bcd & bCd are non-maximal (Figure 5). But with the revised concurrent 

algorithm, when we apply rule 1 to states [1,8] (or [1,10]) and [2,8] (or [2,10]), we can see that 

the k-cell bd, being the only k-cell, can be selected in both F1 & F2. 

Note that we can apply rule 1 & 2 only to the above four temporarily covered states and not 

to the remaining states 0 & 2 in F1, F2 & F3. Thus, immediately we can make all states covered 

by bd as bound or don't care as shown in the Figure 7(b). Note that this will automatically 

make states 0 & 2 in F1 & F2 bound, which we could not have accomplished without the ap

plication of rule 1 at this point. The next level of k-cell generation will generate only the k-cell 

abd in F3, as it is the only possible k-cell in F3 and it is now generated in all the functions 

where free states 0 & 2 exist, which is just F3, since states 0 & 2 in F1 & F2 are no longer free. 

It is clear that in large problems such an approach would eliminate a lot of redundant k-cell 

generation, as well as a lot of redundant applications of rules 2 for eliminating these redun

dant k-cells. 

We present the concurrency logic of the revised algorithm described above in the form of the 

following procedure, which essentially combines the two separate procedures for k-ce/l gen

eration and k-cell selection given in the previous section. 
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(e) K-eell abd generated in F3 only. (d) K-cell generation stopped as all free states bound. 

Figure 7. An example illustrating the improvement In efficiency of the revised algorithm. 



Start 

1. Set Q = INT{ logzn , where Q = order of the k-cell & T = max number of non-zero states 

in a function. 

2. Compute a generic cell18 of order Q and set R = generic k-cell index. 

3. Get a free state with index S belonging to any function which is not yet covered and 

compute the definite k-cel! of index K from the word-AND relation: K = R .AND. S 

4. Check jf this k-cell has been generated previously for another state. 

If already generated, go to step 6. 

5. Test if this k-cell generated exists in a function, Le., if a function exists with aJi 20 states 

covered by this k-cell. 

Store this k-cell if it exists in a function. 

6. Take the next not-covered free state eXisting in a function and go to step 3 (until all free 

states are checked for this k-cel\ of indices [R,K)). 

7. Go to step 2, i.e., compute the next generic k-cell of order Q (until all generic k-cells of 

order Q have been generated). 

8. Make bound (Le., temporarily cover) all the free states covered, as defined earlier in this 

chapter, by any k-cells of order Q (so that no more k-cells of order < Q wit! be generated 

for these covered free states). 

18 Refer to Chapter 2 for the details of generic k-cel! generation routine. 
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9. Select a temporarily bound free state (and not a free state not yet temporarily bound) 

belonging to any function and check if it is a reference state, i.e., check that it does not 

dominate any other free states. 

10. If it is not a reference state, make the state permanently bound (convert to don't care) and 

go to step 15 (next free state). 

11. Apply rule 1, i.e., check if there is more than one k-cell covering this reference state in its 

function. 

If more than one k-cell, go to step 13. 

12. (If no alternate k-cells) 

a. select the only k-cell K1 covering the reference state in that function, i.e., store the 

selected k-cell and make permanently bound all the free states covered by the k-ce/l 

in that function. 

b. Check if after selection of Ki, cost of the minimal form exceeds the cut-off value. 

If it does, go to step 20 (check if any more branches). 

else, go to step 15 (next free state). 

13. Apply rule 2 to see if any alternate k-cell can be eliminated. 

a. Select an alternate k-cell K2. 

b. Check for conditions 1 & 2 for first K2 as the alternate k-cell and then K1 as the al

ternate k-cell. 

c. If condition 1 or 2 satisfied, i.e., if anyone of Ki or K2 can be eliminated against the 

other, eliminate that k-cell as an alternate cover for the reference state. 
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d. Go to step a (until no more alternate k-cells available). 

14. Go to step 11 (until no more k-cells can be eliminated). 

15. Go to step 9 (until no more free states available). 

16. Check if any k-cells selected during the last scan of all the free states. 

If so, go to step 9 (until no k-cells selected in a complete scan of all free states). 

17. Check if any free states left, still to be permanently bound. 

If not, go to step 20. 

18. Set Q = Q - 1, Le., lower the order of generic ceJls to be generated for not-yet-covered 

free states, and go to step 2 (until all free states are bound, permanently or temporarily). 

19. Go to step 21. 

20. (if all states covered) 

Check if any more k-cells, covering the branching state, still to be selected (Le., any more 

branches left to be searched). 

If so, go to step 12 (next branch), else go to step 23 (search ends). 

21. Apply Rule 3, i.e., select a reference state with minimum number of alternate coverage. 

22. Select a k-cell covering the branching reference state. 

go to step 1 (until all k-cells covering the branching state are selected one by one), 

23. Select only the branches with the minimum cost as the minimal forms. The minimum cost 

is of course the branch searched completely most recently, as all others would have been 

aborted. 
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Stop 

The flowchart for the revised algorithm program structure is given in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Flowchart of the revised algorithm combining k-cell generation and selection. 
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4.5 Sample Run 

A sample run of the multi-output boolean minimization program is included here. The prob

lem selected for the run is the ,same as the one illustrated for manual computation using the 

logical matrix in Chapter 3. 

Sample run problem: 

F(4) = (F1,F2,F3) 

F1 = m(0,4,5,9) + d(8) 

F2 = m(4,7,8,9) + d(O,S) 

F3 = m(7,13,1S) 

This allows us a means of comparison of the manual and the computer implementation of the 

algorithm. To facilitate this, some additional information is also included in the program output 

(Sample Run A). Note that the program output gives minimal forms for both the gate-cost and 

the PLA-cost. 

As an additional exercise, runs of this same problem for all eight combinations of non

inverted/inverted forms of the three functions are also included (Sample run B). For the 

gate-input cost function, it is interesting to note that the minimum cost of minimal forms of all 

combinations (=24) is for the case of all three functions inverted, where the single-output cost 

sum is also the minimum (=26). The same relationship is true for The PLA area cost function, 

where the combination of the first two functions inverted and the third one not inverted gives 

minimum cost of multi-output minimal forms of all combinations (=60), the single-output cost 

sum also being minimum (=90) for this combination. 
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4.5.1 Sample Run A 

K-cell Generation 

ALL POSSIBLE K-CELLS FOR EACH STATE 

STATE TYPE K-CELLS NOS 

FUNCTION 1 

0 1 1 4 
4 1 4 8 
5 1 8 
9 1 9 
8 d 1 9 

FUNCTION 2 

4 1 4 8 
7 1 6 10 
8 1 1 9 
9 1 5 9 

13 1 2 5 11 
0 d 1 4 
5 d 2 6 8 

FUNCTION 3 

7 1 3 10 
13 1 7 11 
15 1 3 7 

DECIMAL G-CELL AND K-CELL INDICES FOR EACH K-CELL 

K-CELL NO G-CELL INDEX K -CELL INDEX K-CELL 

1 7 0 bed 
2 7 5 BeD 
3 7 7 BCD 
4 11 0 aed 
5 11 9 AeD 
6 13 5 aBD 
7 13 13 ABD 
8 14 4 aBe 
9 14 8 Abe 

10 15 7 aBCD 
11 15 13 ABeD 
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K-cell Selection 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST FOR EACH FUNCTION: 

FUNCTION 1: 12 

FUNCTION 2: 16 

FUNCTION 3: 8 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 36 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 5 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 28 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 : bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 : aBO + aBe + Abe + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3: BCD + ABeD 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 BcD + aBc + Abc + aBCD 

FUNCTION 3 ABO + aBCD 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST FOR EACH FUNCTION: 

FUNCTION 33 

FUNCTION 2 44 
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FUNCTION 3 22 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 99 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 3 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 66 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBD + aBc + Abc + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 ABO + aBCD 
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4.5.2 Sample Run B 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1: NON-INVERTED 

FUNCTION 2: NON-INVERTED 

FUNCTION 3: NON-INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 36 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 5 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 28 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBD + aBc + Abc + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

bed + aBc + Abc 

BcD + aBc + Abc + aBCD 

ABD + aBCD 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 99 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 3 
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MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 66 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBO + aBc + Abc + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

bed + aBc + Abc 

aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

ABO + aBCD 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1: INVERTED 

FUNCTION 2: 

FUNCTION 3: 

NON-INVERTED 

NON-INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 32 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 5 
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MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 30 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 C + AS + abO 

FUNCTION 2 aed + aBO + Abe + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 C + AB + abO 

FUNCTION 2 BcD + aed + Abc + aBCD 

FUNCTION 3 ABO + aBCD 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 99 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 2 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 80 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 C + AB + abO 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABeD 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 C + AB + abD 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 
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FUNCTION 3 ABO + aBCD 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1 : 

FUNCTION 2: 

FUNCTION 3 : 

NON·INVERTED 

INVERTED 

NON-INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 33 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 33 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 acd + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + ab + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABO 

(a) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 99 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 99 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 
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FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

acd + aBc + Abc 

Cd + AC + ab + ABd 

BCD + ABO 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1: INVERTED 

FUNCTION 2: INVERTED 

FUNCTION 3: NON-INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 29 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 2 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 26 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 C + abO + ABd + ABO 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + abO + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABO 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 90 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 6 
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MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 60 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 5 

FUNCTION 1 Cd + AC + BCD + abO + ABd + ABO 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + abO + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 BCD + ABO 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1: NON-INVERTED 

FUNCTION 2: NON-INVERTED 

FUNCTION 3: INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 33 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 25 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

bcd + aBc + Abc 

BcD + aBO + aBc + Abc 

d + b + aBc 

(b) PLA area cost function: 
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SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 100 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 70 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 bcd + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 BcD + aBO + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 3 d + b + aBc 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1 : 

FUNCTION 2 : 

FUNCTION 3 : 

INVERTED 

NON-INVERTED 

INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 29 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 2 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 27 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 C + AB + abO 
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FUNCTION 2 AeD + aBD + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 3 d + b + aBc 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 110 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 16 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 99 , 
MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 C + AB + abO 

FUNCTION 2 AeD + aBO + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 3 d + b + aBc 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 C + Cd + Ad + abO + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 aBc + Abc + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 b + Cd + Ad + aBc 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 C + Cd + Ad + abO + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 aBe + Abe + aBCD + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 b + Cd + Ad + aBc 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 Cd + bC + AB + abO + aBCD 

FUNCTION 2 AeD + aBc + Abc + aBCD 

FUNCTION 3 d + bC + abO + aBc + Abc 
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SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1 : 

FUNCTION 2: 

FUNCTION 3: 

NON·INVERTED 

INVERTED 

INVERTED 

(b) Gate-Input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 30 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 28 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

bed + aBc + Abc 

Cd + AC + ab + ABd 

d + b + aBc 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 100 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 8 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 80 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 
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FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + ab + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 b + Cd + ABd + aBc 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 aed + aBc + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + ab + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 b + Cd + ABd + aBc 

SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION: 

FUNCTION 1: INVERTED 

FUNCTION 2: INVERTED 

FUNCTION 3: INVERTED 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 26 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 24 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 C + AS + abO 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + abO + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 d + b + ae 

(b) PLA area cost function: 
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SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 110 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 2 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 88 

MINIMAL FoRM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 C + AS + abO 

FUNCTION 2 Cd + AC + abO + ABd 

FUNCTION 3 b + Cd + ac + ASd 
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Chapter 5 

Discussions and Results 

5.1 Comparison with Quine-McCluskey's Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm is based on a completely different approach from that of the classical 

approach of Quine~McCluskey's algorithm.19 We shall specify the differences for both k-cell 

generation and k-cell selection stages. 

5.1.1 K -cell Generation 

1. Unlike the QM method, we do not generate all possible prime implicants for the given 

function. QM method starts with a set of O-cells (or individual states) and then by ex

haustive comparison it constructs all possible higher order k-cells. Thus, effectively, all 

19 Henceforth referred to as OM method. 
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possible k-cells (maximal as well as non-maximal) are generated in the process. Instead, 

we start from the highest order k-cell that could be accommodated within the given 

number of states and go towards lower order k-cells. This approach essentially elimi

nates the generation of any non-maximal subcells, as we generate k-cells covering only 

those states which are not maximally-covered by a higher order k-cell. 

In fact, we make all the free states maximally-covered by the set of k-cells generated so 

far as bound after every level of k-cell generation, to prevent generation of any more k

ceJls for these bound states. It can be seen that a greater number of bound states would 

call for a smaller number of definite k-cells to be generated for a smaller number of free 

states present. Thus the presence of don't cares or bound states in a function and later 

making free states as bound at each level of k-cell generation, as described above, 

eliminates a lot of redundant computation. In QM method, of course, the don't cares are 

treated as any other states while generating the prime implicants, so presence of don't 

cares does not affect the computation process. 

2. We introduced a truly concurrent procedure of k-cell generation and minimal form con

struction in the revised algorithm. This approach is in complete contrast to the most of the 

techniques of boolean minimization available, including the QM method, using two inde

pendent procedures for k-cell generation and k-cell selection. It has been shown [6] that 

the process of k-cell selection is of greater complexity and the deduction of minimal cov

ering from the knowledge of all the PI's is practically impossible for functions having more 

than ten variables. The problem becomes all the more complex for the case of multi

output minimization. 

Hence, we choose to construct the minimal forms concurrently with k-cell generation. 

where the information available at different levels of k-cell generation is used to select the 

k-cells, if possible; thus eliminating redundancy of unnecessary k-cell generation for those 

free states which we know are definitely going to be covered by an already generated 
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k-cell. Note that the proposed method of k-cell generation is closely related to the imple

mentation of concurrency; the proposed algorithm for k-cell selection presented in Chap

ter 3 is completely independent of any implementation. 

3. In case of the multi-output functions, QM method repeats the process of exhaustive com

parison 2n - 1 times, i.e., for a/l possible intersection functions. Here instead, for any 

number of functions, the generation of k~cells is done simultaneously. This is made pos

sible since we convert a generic k-cell into a definite k-cell for a free state belonging to 

any number of functions only once. for a given system of n variables. We do not have to 

repeat this process because of the practice of continuing to generate k-cells for a free 

state until the generated k-cell is selected in all the functions where that free state exists. 

This is taken care of by the definition of maximally-covered free state during the k-cell 

generation process, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

4. An important computation we avoid here is that of ordering of the implicants as done in 

QM method. For a large problem this could become substantially comparable to the 

computation required to actually generate k-cells by comparision of these ordered sets 

of implicants. This is because of the fact that we generate a definite k-cell from a given 

generic k-cell for each free state available, and so ordering cannot affect the process. 

5. This is not a tabular method of minimization, in the sense that we do not first tabulate the 

implicants to generate prime implicants and then tabulate the prime implicants against 

the free states to eliminate redundant prime implicants. As QM method has to store all 

intermediate k-cells in the process of prime implicants generation, it imposes large 

memory space requirements. In contrast, in the proposed algorithm, it is required to 

store the prime-implicants only, i.e., their indices, along with only the non-zero states of 

the function. 
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Note that the basic operation in QM method is comparision of two states for the 1-bit dif

ference or of two columns or rows for dominance. The basic operation in the proposed 

algorithm. on the other hand, is the word-AND operation of two n-bit numbers, which is 

an instruction by itself in most machine level instruction sets. It is felt that an efficient 

assembly program of this algorithm would greatly enhance the speed of computation. 

6. This approach is more efficient in the case of large problems. Since we generate all 

possible generic k-cells for a given level. the greater the number of these that exist in a 

function, the more efficient the process becomes. Thus for a given n variable problem, 

when the number of states is such that the number of possible maximal k-cells is greater, 

the greater is the possibility of a generated k-cell to exist. This is also helped if there are 

more functions, as with the same generation process the k-cells are generated for all the 

functions simultaneously. This is completely opposite in case of QM method, where it 

becomes more and more difficult to handle the problem, as the number of PI goes up. 

5.1.2 K -cell Selection 

1. The most important and fundamental feature of this algorithm is that it is tighter than the 

QM method, i.e., with this algorithm we can eliminate a k-cell against another when the 

QM method cannot. Note that this is in spite of the fact that both algorithms guarantee all 

possible minimal solutions of any given problem. This is essentially due to the concept 

of sharing of prime implicants in multi-output function implementation. We shall demon

strate this by the example in Table 6. 

Table 6 shows the multi-output function F = (F1,F2) represented on the 

Quine-McCluskey's table. The state [1,5] can be covered right away by the only k-cell 

covering it, viz., aBc, from Rule 1 of the proposed algorithm or essential prime implicant 
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Table 6. QM's cyclic table for an example to demonstrate the looseness of QM rules. 

F1 =m(O,4,S)+d(8) F2 = m(4,8) + d(O,S) 

J J J 
K-cells 0 4 S 4 8 Cost 

bcd(O,B) X ----------~-- 1 

acd(O.4) X X X 4 

aBc(4,5) - - - - - - -X- - - x- - X 1 
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rule of QM method. Similarly, the state [2,8] can be covered by the only k-cell bcd. These 

two steps are shown in Table 6 by cancelling the row aBc in F1 and the row Abc in F2. 

Inspect the QM table at this stage. Free state [1,0] is covered by k-cells acd & bcd, neither 

of which can be eliminated against the other from QM dominance rule. since acd domi

nates bcd but cost of bcd (= 1) is less than that of acd (=4). Similarly, the state [2,4] is 

covered by acd & aBc, acd dominating aBc while aBc is of lower cost than that of acd. 

This is the case of cyclic table in QM method and so it calls for branching. 

Now let us look at the problem when applying the proposed algorithm (Figure 9(a». The 

first two steps of selection of k-cells aBc in F1 and Abc in F2. from Rule 1. are shown in 

Figure 9(b). For [1,0] as the reference state, k-cell bed satisfies condition 2 (a&b) of Rule 

2, as bed is selected already in F2 and acd does not cover a free state not covered by bed 

in F1 (Figure 9(e)). This allows us to select the k-cell bcd to cover the state [1,0]. The state 

[2,4] can now obviously be covered by aBc, as acd does not dominate aBe any more 

Figure 9(d). Note that the same arguments hold if we choose to select aBe first to cover 

[2,8] (by condition 2) and then select bcd to cover [1.0}. 

It should be recalled that the rationale behind this liberty to eliminate acd in F1 is that. to 

cover [1,0). the cost of any other k-cell than bcd would be equal (= 1) or higher {condition 

2 (a)). Also, bcd cannot be made redundant in F1 by acd unless acd is essential in F1 due 

to another free state covered by it in F1, which of course is not true (condition 2 (b». This 

ensures that acd cannot be used in F1 to cover [1,0] as long as bcd is available. 

Thus, condition 2 in Rule 2 is an important clause which distinguishes this algorithm from 

that of QM method, as far as capability to eliminate a k-eell against another goes. It is not 

difficult to see that in complex problems, this feature could cut down substantially on 

branching. It provides a tool to further reduce the cyclic tables for multi-output minimiza

tion before we resort to branching. 
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2. Due to its tabular nature, in the case of cyclic tables, branching requires the QM tables 

to be copied for each branch. For multiple branchings, this may result in duplicating the 

tables many times before the branch is terminated. In the proposed algorithm. while 

branching, only the output, i.e., the solution information, need be copied for each branch, 

while the input information of non-zero states and prime implicants can be stored 

globally. A simple word-AND operation between the state and the cell indices would give 

the information that is stored in a QM table column, i,e., whether a given state belongs 

to a given k-cell. 

3. In its manual implementation, with the use of the logical matrix, the proposed algorithm 

does not require listing of all prime implicants. This is mainly made possible by the fact 

that here the approach is to spot all maximal k~cells covering a given state and see if one 

of them could be selected to cover the given state. So the manual procedure is truly 

concurrent, in the sense that k-cell construction and selection is done simultaneously. 

Also, we do not have to form all possible intersection functions to find maximal subcells 

of individual function maximal k-cells. This is again taken care of by the definition of 

maximal subcells, discussed in Chapter 3. These features make it possible to use the 

proposed method for manual computation of multi-output minimal forms for problems with 

number of variables as large as the logical matrix could handle. 
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5.2 Solutions of Selected Problems 

Problems 1 to 7 are taken from [15], while problem 8 is from [261. 

5.2.1 Problem 1 

F1 = m(2,4,10,11,12,13) 
F2 = m(4,5,10,11,13) 
F3 = m(1,2,3,10,11,12) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 40 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 12 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 34 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + Bed + AbC + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 aBe + AbC + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 bCd + abO + AbC + ABed 

FORM 5 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + AbC + ABe + aBed 

FUNCTION 2 BeD + AbC + aBed 

FUNCTION 3 bCd + abO + AbC + ABed 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 110 
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MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 8 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 77 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + Bed + AbC + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 aBe + AbC + ABeD 

FUNCTION 3 bCd + abD + AbC + ABed 

FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

FORM 5 

bCd + AbC + ABe + aBed 

BeD + AbC + aBed 

bCd + abO + AbC + ABed 

bCd + AbC + aBed + ABed + ABeD 

aBe + AbC + ABeD 

bCd + abD + AbC + ABed 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + AbC + aBed + ABed + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 BeD + AbC + aBed 

FUNCTION 3 bCd + abD + AbC + ABed 
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5.2.2 Problem 2 

F1 = m(O,1,2,3,6,7,20,21.26,27,28) 
F2 = m(0.1,6.7,14.15.16.17,19,20,24,27) 
F3 = m(O, 1,2,3,8,9,16.20.26,28,30) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 69 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 58 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 abO + abe + ACde + AbCd + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 bed + aCD + Aede + AeOE + Abde 

FUNCTION 3 aed + abe + ACde + Abde + ABDe 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 195 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 156 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 abO + abc + ACde + AbCd + ABeD 

FUNCTION 2 bed + aCD + Acde + AcDE + Abde 

FUNCTION 3 acd + abc + ACde + Abde + ABDe 
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5.2.3 Problem 3 

F1 = m(O,1,2,8,9,10,13,16,17,18,19,24,25) 
F2 = m(O, 1.3,5,7,9.13,16,17,22,23,30,31) 
F3 = m(2,3,8,9,10,11,13,15,16,17.18,19,22,23) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 52 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 46 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 cd + ace + Abc + aBdE 

FUNCTION 2 abE + bcd + ACO + aBdE 

FUNCTION 3 aBE + acD + AbO + aBc + Abc 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 169 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 143 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 cd + Abc + acOe + aBdE 

FUNCTION 2 abE + bcd + ACO + aBdE 

FUNCTION 3 aBE + acO + AbO + aBc + Abc 
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5.2.4 Problem 4 

F1 = m(O,2,9,10) + d(1,8,13) 
F2 = m(1,3,5,13) + d(O,7,9) 
F3 = m(2,8,10,11,13) + d(3,9,15) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 21 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 8 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 18 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 bd + AcD 

FUNCTION 2 aD + AcD 

FUNCTION 3 bC + Ab + AcD 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 70 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 4 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 50 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bd + AcD 

FUNCTION 2 aD + AcD 

FUNCTION 3 bC + Ab + AcD 
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FORM 3 

FUNCTION 1 bc + bCd 

FUNCTION 2 aD + AcD 

FUNCTION 3 Ab + bCd + AcD 
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5.2.5 Problem 5 

F1 = m(2,3,6,10) + d(8) 
F2 = m(2,10,12,14) + d(6,8) 
F3 = m(2,8,10,12) + d(O,14) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 24 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 18 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + aCd + abC 

FUNCTION 2 Ad + bCd 

FUNCTION 3 Ad + bCd 

(b) PlA area cost function 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 56 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 32 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 bCd + aCd + abC 

FUNCTION 2 Ad + bCd 

FUNCTION 3 Ad + bCd 
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5.2.6 Problem 6 

F1 = m{O,5.7,14,15) + d(1,6,9) 
F2 = m(13,14,15) + d{1,6,9) 
F3 = m{0,1,5,7,9) + d(13,14) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 27 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 19 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 aBO + abc + ABC 

FUNCTION 2 ABO + ABC 

FUNCTION 3 aBO + abc 

(b) PLA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 70 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 1 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 40 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 aBO + abc + ABC 

FUNCTION 2 AcD + ABC 

FUNCTION 3 aBO + abc 
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5.2.7 Problem 7 

F1 = m(2,8, 10.12, 18.26,28,30) + d(0,14,22,24) 
F2 = m(2.3,6,10.18,24,26,27.29) + d(8,19.25,31) 
F3 = m{1,3,5, 13,1,6,18,25,26) + d(0,7,9,17,24,29) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 36 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 10 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 36 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 1 

FUNCTION 1 Be + eDe 

FUNCTION 2 Bee + ABE + bcD + abDe 

FUNCTION 3 BdE + Ace + abE 

(b) PtA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 108 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 10 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 96 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 Be + cDe 

FUNCTION 2 cDe + ABc + abDe + ABdE + abcDE 

FUNCTION 3 adE + Ace + ABdE + abcDE 
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FORM 5 

FUNCTION 1 

FUNCTION 2 

FUNCTION 3 

Be + eDe 

eDe + ABE + abDe + ABed + abeDE 

adE + Ace + ABed + abeDE 
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5.2.8 Problem 8 

F1 = m(2,3,5,7,8,9,10,11,13,15) 
F2 = m(2,3,5,6,7,10,11,14,15) 
F3 = m(6, 7,8,9,13,14,15) 

(a) Gate-input count cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 25 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 2 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 22 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 2 

FUNCTION 1 bC + aBD + ABD + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 C + aBD 

FUNCTION 3 BC + ABD + Abc 

(b) PtA area cost function: 

SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = 80 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION: 

NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = 4 

MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = 50 

MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST: 

FORM 4 

FUNCTION 1 bC + aBO + ABO + Abc 

FUNCTION 2 bC + BC + aBO 

FUNCTION 3 BC + ABO + Abc 
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5.3 Scope for Further Work 

1. Efficiently implementing the revised algorithm with optimal memory space and computa

tion time trade-offs. 

2. Introducing some heuristics for near-minimal minimimization based on the revised algo

rithm and comparing the performance with currently available minimization programs 

such as EXPRESSQ-II. 

3. Investigating and comparing complexity growth of the revised algorithm and specifying 

some quantitative results. 

4. Adapting the minimization program for direct implementation on various PLD's with dif

ferent cost functions. 
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Appendix A 
Program Listing 

PROGRAM HULTIMIN (INPUT,OUTPUT); 

(M This program accepts all non-zero states of a multi-output boolean 
fUnction in the form of their decimal indices and computes all possible 
absolute minimal form/s for diode-gate cost function as well as PLA area 
cost function. M) 

CONST 
MAX FUNCTIONS = 4; (M max # of individual functions M> 
MAXALTFORMS = 32; (M max # of alternate minimal forms M) 
MAXSTATES = 32; eM max # of states in any function M> 
MAXVARIABLES = 6; eM max # of variables M> 
MAXKCELLS = 128; (M max # of k-cells (PI's) generated M) 
MAXALTCELLS = 64; eM max # of alternate covers for a state 
MAXVARIABLESPLUS2 = 8; eM # of variables + 2, for pOinters M) 
NOCOSTFN = 2; (M # of diff. cost functions specified M) 

TYPE 
STATEARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,O •• MAXSTATES]OF INTEGER; 
KCELLARRAY = ARRAY[I •• MAXFUNCTIONS,O •• MAXKCELLS]OF INTEGER; 
BOOLKCELLARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,l •• MAXKCELLS]OF BOOLEAN; 
STATEKCELLARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,l •• MAXSTATES, 

1 •• MAXALTCELLS10F INTEGER; 
STATEALTARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,I •• MAXSTATES, 

1 •• MAXALTFORMSJOF INTEGER; 

M) 

ALTFORMSARRAY = ARRAYC1 •• MAXFUNCTIONS,1 •• MAXALTFORMS]OF INTEGER; 
NOOPRNARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,O •• MAXVARIABLES, 

1 •• MAXALTFORMSJOF INTEGER; 
ALREAOYSELARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,l •• MAXKCELLS, 

1 •• MAXALTFORMS10F BOOLEAN; 
MININOICESARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS,l •• MAXKCELLS, 

1 •• MAXALTFORMS]OF INTEGER; 
VARSYMBOLARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXVARIABLES]OF CHAR; 
BINARYARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXVARIABLES]OF BOOLEAN 
FUNCTIONARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS]OF INTEGER 
FLAGARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS]OF BOOLEAN 
TOTOPRNCOUNTARRAY = ARRAY[l •• MAXALTFORMS]OF INTEGER; 
INOEXARRAY = ARRAY[O •• MAXSTATESJOF INTEGER; 
RKARRAY = ARRAY[O •• MAXKCELLSJOF INTEGER; 

VAR 
V,Vl,V2 STATEARRAYi 
VI,VO,VlI,VlO STATEARRAY; 
VS STATEARRAY; 
VSS INOEXARRAY; 
SIS,S2S RKARRAY; 
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Sl,S2 
SS 
V3 
V4 
S5 
S3,S4 
S5TOT 
T,TX,TMTX 
TI,TXI,TMTXI 
OT,TXO,TMTXO 
N 
S6 
Cl,C2 
BIN01,BIN02 
VARC1,VARC2 
BIWORDAND 
WORDAND 
ONECOUNTl 
ONECOUNT2 
MINNOOFOPRN 
NOALTFORMS 
NOOFFUNCTIONS 
NOMAXKCELLS 
MAXSTATENO 
MINSINGLEFN 
COMB FLAG 
ITRN 
OPTION 
COMBRANGE 
NOFN 
SINGLESOLN 
TERMMIN,COSTIN 
FORME NO FLAG 

KCELLARRAV; 
ALREADVSELARRAV; 
STATEKCELLARRAV; 
STATEALTARRAV; 
ALTFORMSARRAV; 
MININDICESARRAV; 
TOTOPRNCOUNTARRAV; 
FUNCTIONARRAV; 
FUNCTIONARRAV; 
FUNCTIONARRAV; 
INTEGER; 
NOOPRNARRAV; 
VARSVMBOLARRAV; 
BINARVARRAV; 
BINARVARRAV; 
BINARVARRAV; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
FUNCTIONARRAV; 
FLAGARRAV; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 

FUNCTION FCPOWER:INTEGER):INTEGER; 

(* Computes specified power of 2 *) 

VAR 
J 
FTEMP 

BEGIN 
FTEMP := 1; 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

FOR J := 1 TO POWER DO 
FTEMP := (FTEMP * 2); 

F := FTEMP; 
END; 

PROCEDURE DOWORDANDCNUMl,NUM2:INTEGER); 

(* Performs bit-by-b1t word-AND operation between two numbers *) 

VAR 
XI,VI INTEGER; 
I INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
WORDAND := 0; 
ONECOUNTI := 0; 
ONECOUNT2 := O. 
Xl := NUM!; 
V1 := NUM2; 
FOR I := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
IF (eXl MOD 2) = 1) THEN 

BEGIN 
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BIN01[I] := TRUE; 
ONECOUNTI := ONECOUNTI + 1; 

END 
ELSE 

BIN01[I] := FALSE; 
IF «VI MOD 2) = 1) THEN 

BEGIN 
BIN02[I] := TRUE; 
ONECOUNT2 := ONECOUNT2 + 1; 

END 
ELSE 

BIN02eI] := FALSE; 
Xl := Xl DIV 2; 
VI := VI DIV 2; 
BIWORDAND[IJ := (BINOltI]) AND (BIN02[IJ); 
IF (BIWORDAND[I]) THEN 

WORDAND := WORDAND + F(I-l); 
END; 

END; 

PROCEDURE OECODEINDICESCINDI,IND2:INTEGER)1 

(M Decodes g-index and k-;ndex to express k-cell in terms of the 
variable characters M) 

VAR 
Z,Zl : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
DOWORDAND(IND1,IND2); 
FOR Z := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
ZI := eN + 1) - Z; 
IF (BIN01[Zl]) THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (BIN02[Zl]) THEN 

WRITE (ClCZ]) 
ELSE 

END; 
END; 

END; 

WRITE (C2[Z]); 

PROCEDURE READINPUTDATA; 

(Reads the input data for the multi-output function to be minimized 
and stores true as well as inverted forms of each function M) 

VAR 
I,X,J 
SN,SI 
VESFLAG 
VMAX 
VESNO 

BEGIN 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
INTEGER; 
CHAR; 

WRITELN ('GIVE NO OF FUNCTIONS'), 
READLN (NOFN); 
NOOFFUNCTIONS := NOFN; 
WRITELN ('GIVE NO OF VARIABLES'); 
READLN (N); 
MAXSTATENO := F(N) - 1; 
WRITELN('GIVE SYMBOLS REPRESENTING THE VARIABLES'), 
FOR I := 1 TO N DO 

READLN (CHI]); 
WRITELN('GIVE SYMBOLS REPRESENTING COMPLEMENTS OF VARIABLES'); 
FOR I := 1 TO N DO 
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READLN (C2rIl); 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
WRITELN ('GIVE TOTAL NO OF STATES FOR FUNCTION',X:3); 
READLN (OTeX]); 
WRITELN ('GIVE NO OF UNDEFINED STATES FOR FUNCTION',X:3>; 
READLN(TXOeX]); 
WRITELN('GIVE DECIMAL INDICES OF STATES FOR FUNCTION',X:3); 
WRITELN ('FIRST GIVE ALL FREE STATES INDICES FOR FN',X:3); 
TMTXO[X] := OTeX] - TXO(X]; 
FOR I := I TO TMTXOeX] DO 

BEGIN 
REAOLN (VO(X,I]); 
VIO[X,I] := 0; 

END; 
IF (TXO[X] <> 0) THEN 

WRITELN ('NOW GIVE ALL UNDEFINED STATES INDICES FOR FN',X:3); 
FOR I := (OTeX] - TXO(X] + 1) TO OTCX] DO 

END; 

BEGIN 
REAOLN (VOeX,I]); 
VIOeX,I] := -1; 

END; 

WRITELN ('INVERTED FUNCTION MINIMIZATION? YIN'); 
REAOLN (YESNO); 
IF (YESNO = 'Y') THEN 

COMB RANGE : = 8 
ELSE 

COMB RANGE := 1; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS 00 

BEGIN 
TleX] := F(N) - TMTXO[Xl; 
TXI[X) := TXO[X]; 
TMTXI(X) := TI(X] - TXI(XJ; 
SI : = 0; 
I := 1; 
FOR SN := 1 TO (TMTXO(X] + 1) 00 

BEGIN 
VMAX := VO(X,SN1; 
IF (SN = TMTXO[X] + 1) THEN 

VMAX := F(N); 
WHILE (SI < VMAX) DO 

BEGIN 
YESFLAG := FALSE, 
FOR J := (TMTXO[X] + 1) TO OT[X] DO 

BEGIN 
IF (SI = VoeX,J]) THEN 

YESFLAG := TRUE; 
END; 

IF (NOT(YESFLAG» THEN 
BEGIN 

VICX, IJ : = SI; 
VlI[X,I] := 0; 
SI := SI + 1; 
I := I + 1; 

END 
ELSE 

SI := SI + 1; 
END; 

SI := SI + 1; 
END; 

FOR SN := (TMTXOCX) + 1) TO OTCX] 00 
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BEGIN 
VICX,I] := VO(X,SN1; 
VlI[X,Il := -1; 
I := I + 1; 

END; 
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END; 
END; 

PROCEDURE GETACOMBINATION; 

(M Gets a combination of intersection functions (true or inverted) 
for a given combination iteration M> 

VAR 
FN,SN 
BICODE 

BEGIN 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 

BICODE := ITRN - 1; 
DOWORDAND(BICODE,BICODE); 
FOR FN : = 1 TO NOOFFLINCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
IF (NOTCBIN01[FN]» THEN 

BEGIN 
COMBFLAG[FN] := TRUE; 
T[FN] := OT[FNJ; 
TX[FN] := TXO[FN]; 
TMTX[FN] := TMTXO[FNJ; 
FOR SN := 1 TO T[FNl DO 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
V(FN,SNl := VOCFN,SNJ; 
Vl[FN,SNl := VIO[FN,SN]; 

END; 

BEGIN 
COMBFLAG[FN] := FALSE; 
T[FNl := TI[FN]; 
TX[FN] := TXI[FN]; 
TMTX[FN] := TMTXI[FN]; 
FOR SN := 1 TO T[FNl DO 

END; 

BEGIN 
V[FN,SNl := VI[FN,SN1; 
Vl[FN,SN] := VII[FN,SN1; 

END; 

END; 
END; 

. PROCEDURE FINDALLMAXIMALKCELLS; 

(M Finds all maximal k-cells for the multi-output function M) 

TYPE 
ANDARRAY 

VAR 
P2,L 
Kl,I,J1S,TXX,Jl, 
P,Q, IlM,B,KPS,U, 
S,R,K,J,X 
TEST,ALLBOUND 
TESTFLAG 

= ARRAY[1 •• MAXVARIABLESPLUS2]OF INTEGER; 

ANDARRAY; 

INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
FLAGARRAY; 

PROCEDURE GETAGENERICCELLeJl,B,IlM:INTEGER;VAR R:INTEGERJ 
VAR L:ANDARRAY;P2:ANDARRAY); 

eM Computes g-cell index from the current pointers M) 

VAR 
11 
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BEGIN 
IF (B <> Jl) THEN 

BEGIN 
FOR 11 := B TO 11M DO 

L[Il + 1] := L[Il] + 11 
END; 

R := OJ 
FOR 11 := 1 TO N DO 

R := R + P2(LCI1]1; 
END; 

PROCEDURE GETNEXTGENERICCELL<VAR B:INTEGER;Jl,Q:INTEGER; 
VAR L:ANDARRAY); 

eM Updates pointers for the next generic k-eell to be generated M) 

VAR 
NEXTGFLAG 

BEGIN 

: BOOLEAN; 

NEXTGFLAG := FALSE; 
B := J1; 
REPEAT 

L[B] := L[B] + 11 
IF (L[B] <= (Q + B + 1» THEN 

NEXTGFLAG := TRUE 
ELSE 

B := B-1; 
UNTIL «B = 0) OR (NEXTGFLAG»; 

END; 

PROCEDURE TESTIFALREADYGENERATED(VAR TEST:BOOLEAN;VAR K:INTEGER; 
Kl,KPS,U,R:INTEGER); 

eM Checks if the definite k-eell is generated already M) 

VAR 
KP : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
TEST := FALSE; 
DOWORDAND(R,U) ; 
K := WORDAND; 
IF (S2S(Kl] = R) THEN 

BEGIN 

END; 

KP := KPS+l; 
REPEAT 

IF (K = S1S[KP]) THEN 
TEST := TRUE 

ELSE 
KP := KP + 1; 

UNTIL (CKP > Kl) OR (TEST»; 
END; 

PROCEDURE TESTIFMAXlMAL(VAR TESTFLAG:FLAGARRAY; 
K,P,R:INTEGER;VAR TEST:BOOLEAN>; 

(M Checks for the maximal existanee of the generated k-cell M) 

VAR 
I,X,S 

BEGIN 
TEST := FALSE; 
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FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

END; 

BEGIN 
S := -1; 
TESTFLAG[X] := FALSE; 
I := 0; 
REPEAT 

IF (VSeX,IJ <> 0) THEN 
BEGIN 

OOWOROANOCR,I); 
IF (K = WOROAND) THEN 

BEGIN 
S := S + Ii 
IF (S = P) THEN 

BEGIN 
TEST := TRUE; 
TESTFLAGeX] := TRUE; 

END 
ELSE 

I := I + 1; 
END 

ELSE 

END 
ELSE 

I := I + 1; 

I := I + 1; 
UNTIL «1 > MAXSTATENO) OR (TESTFLAGCX)); 

END; 

PROCEDURE UPOATEMATRICES(VAR Kl:INTEGER;P,K,R:INTEGER; 
TESTFLAG:FLAGARRAY); 

eM Updates the matrices storing the indices of the k-cell M> 

VAR 
J2,X,XX,S 
STATEBOUNO 

INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 
K1 := Kl + 1; 
SlSeKll := K; 
S2SeKll := R; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONSOO 

BEGIN 
IF (TESTFLAGeX]) THEN 

BEGIN 
S := Pi 
SHX,KlJ := K; 
S2 [ X ,K 11 : = R; 
J2 : = 1; 
REPEAT 

DOWOROANO (R,VeX,J2J); 
IF (K = WORDANO) THEN 

BEGIN 
S := S - 1; 
IF (VleX,J2] = 0) THEN (M OR vsSeVeX,J2J = 1 M) 

BEGIN 
STATEBOUND := TRUE; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
IF «VSeXX,VeX,J2JJ <> 0) 

END; 

AND (NOTCTESTFLAGCXXJ») THEN 
STATEBOUND := FALSE; 

IF (STATEBOUNO) THEN 
BEGIN 

vsSeVeX,J2JJ := 2; 
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END; 

END; 

Vl(X,J2J : = 2; 
END; 

V2[X,J2] := V2CX,J21 + 1; 
V3(X,J2,V2[X,J21] := Kl; 
IF (S >= 0) THEN 

J2 := J2 + 1; 
END 

ELSE 
J2 := J2 + 1; 

UNTIL (S < 0); 
END 

ELSE 

END; 

BEGIN 
SHX,Kll := -1; 
S2(X,Kll : = -1; 

END; 

PROCEDURE CONVERTFREETOBOUND(VAR ALLBOUND:BOOLEAN); 

(* Converts maximally-covered free states to bound *) 

VAR 
J2,X 

BEGIN 

INTEGER; 

ALLBOUND := TRUE; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
FOR J2 := 1 TO TMTX[Xl DO 

BEGIN 
IF <VleX,J21 = 2) THEN <* OR VSSeV[X,J21J = 2 *) 

BEGIN 
Vl[X,J2] := -2; 
VSS[V[X,J2Jl := -2; 

END; 
IF (Vl[X,J21 = 0) THEN (* OR vsSrVeX,J2]] = 1 *) 

ALLBOUND := FALSE; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

BEGIN (* FINDALLMAXKCELLS *) 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS 00 

BEGIN 
FOR I := 0 TO MAXSTATENO DO 

BEGIN 
VSrX,I] := 0; 
VSSCI] := 0; 

END; 
END; 

FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS 00 
BEGIN 
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FOR I := 1 TO TeX] DO 
BEGIN 

IF (1 <= TMTXeX]) THEN 
BEGIN 

VS[X,V[X,I]] := 11 
vsSrVeX,Ill := 1i 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
VS[X,V[X,lll := -1; 
IF (VSS[V[X,Ill = 0) THEN 
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END; 
END; 

VSS[V[X,I]] := -1; 
END; 

TXX := 0; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
IF (T[X] > TXX) THEN 

TXX := TeX]; 
SHX,O] := -1; 
S2 [ X , ° ] : = -1; 
SISCO] : = -1; 
S2S [0 ] : = -1; 
FOR I := 1 TO MAXSTATES DO 

BEGIN 

END; 

V2eX,IJ := 0; 
FOR J := 1 TO MAXALTCELLS DO 

V3[X,I,JJ := 0; 
END; 

Kl := 0; 
P2[1] := 0; 
P2[2] := 1; 
FOR I := 2 TO (N + 1) DO 

BEGIN 
P2[I+l] := P2eI] M 2; 
L[I] := 1; 

END; 
J1S := N - TRUNC(LNCTXX)/LN(2»; 
J1 := J1S - 1; 
REPEAT 

J1 := J1 + 1; 
Q := N - Jl; 
P : = F(Q) - 1; 
Ull := 2; 
IlM := Jl - 1; 
B := 1; 
REPEAT 

GETAGENERICCELL(J1,B,IIM,R,L,P2); 
KPS := Kl; 
FOR U := ° TO MAXSTATENO DO 

BEGIN 
IF (VSSeU] > 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
TESTIFALREADYGENERATED(TEST,K,Kl,KPS,U,R)I 
IF (NOTCTEST» THEN 

END; 

BEGIN 
TESTIFMAXIMALCTESTFLAG,K,P,R,TEST); 
IF (TEST) THEN 

UPDATEMATRICES(K1,P,K,R,TESTFLAG); 
END; 

END; 
GETNEXTGENERICCELLCB,Jl,Q,L); 

UNTIL (B = 0 >; 
CONVERTFREETOBOUNDCALLBOUND); 

UNTIL CJ1=N) OR (ALLBOUND); 
NOMAXKCELLS := K1; 

END; 

PROCEDURE FINDMINIMUMFORM; 

eM Computes all possible absolute minimal forms from the maximal 
k-cells generated M) 

VAR 
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J 
NOSELECTED 
TIMES 
CIVAR,C2VAR 
MINTERM,INCOST 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
FUNCTIONARRAY; 
BINARY ARRAY; 
INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE INITIALIZEOUTPUTDATA(VAR J,NOSELECTED:INTEGER; 
VAR TIMES:FUNCTIONARRAY; 
VAR CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
VAR MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(M Initializes output matrices for each iteration of combination .> 

VAR 
Il,Jl,X : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR Jl := 1 TO MAXALTFORMS 00 

BEGIN 
SSTOT[Jll := 0; 

END; 

FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 
BEGIN 

S5 [ X , J 1 1 : = 0 ; 
FOR 11 := 0 TO N 00 

S6[X,Il,Jll := 0; 
END; 

FOR X := 1 TO MAXFUNCTIONS DO 
BEGIN 

TIMESeXJ := 0; 
FOR 11 := 1 TO MAXSTATES DO 

BEGIN 
FOR Jl := 1 TO MAXALTFORMS DO 

V4CX,Il,Jl1 := 0; 
END; 

FOR 11 := 1 TO NOMAXKCELLS DO 
BEGIN 

FOR Jl := 1 TO MAXALTFORMS DO 
BEGIN 

S3[X,Il,Jl] = 0; 
S4CX,Il,JlJ = 0; 
SSeX,Il,Jl] = FALSE; 

END; 
END; 

END; 
FOR 11 := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
CIVARCIIJ := FALSE; 
C2VARell] := FALSE; 

END; 
NOALTFORMS := 1; 
NOSELECTED := 0; 
MINTERM := 0; 
INCOST := 0; 
J : = 1 J 

END; 

PROCEDURE APPLYRULE2(VAR J:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
NOSELECTED:INTEGER;TIMES:FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER);FORWARD; 

(M Forward declaration for co-recursion with procedure APPLYRULEI .) 

PROCEDURE FINDCONDITION(VAR CONOl,COND2A,COND2B,COND3:BOOLEAN; 
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X,CELLl,CELL2:INTEGERJ 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
VAR BOUNDFLAG:BOOLEAN;J:INTEGER; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find conditions for elimination rule (Cond la,b) for the given 
k-cells Kl & K2 *) 

PROCEDURE FINDCONDGATE (VAR CONDl,COND2A,COND2B,COND3:BOOLEAN; 
X,CELL1,CELL2:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
VAR BOUNDFLAG:BOOLEAN;J:INTEGER; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find conditions for diode-gate cost function *> 

VAR 
I 
CELL 1 TERMS 
CELL2TERMS 
Rl ,Kl ,R2 ,K2 
COSTl,COST2 
CElLIFLAG,CElL2FLAG 
AlLFLAGl,ALLFLAG2 

BEGIN 
CONDl := FALSE; 
COND2A := FALSE; 
COND2B := FALSE; 
COND3 := FALSE; 
Rl := S2[X,CELLll; 
Kl := Sl[X,CELLl]; 
R2 := S2rX,CELL2]; 
K2 := SlrX,CELL21; 
ALLFLAGlrX] := TRUE; 
AlLFLAG2rXl := TRUE; 
I := 0; 
REPEAT 

I := I + H 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
FLAGARRAY; 

IF (VleX,I] = -2) THEN 
BEGIN 

DOWORDAND(Rl,VeX,IJ); 
IF (WORDAND <> Kl) THEN 

ALLFLAGl[X] := FALSE; 
DOWORDAND(R2,VrX,I]); 
IF (WORDAND <> K2) THEN 

ALLFLAG2[X] := FALSE; 
END; 

UNTIL «I = TMTX[X]) OR 
(CNOTCALLFLAGlCX)) AND (NOTCALLFlAG2CX]»»; 

DOWORDAND(Rl,R2); 
CELLlTERMS := ONECOUNTl; 
CELL2TERMS := ONECOUNT2; 
IF (SSrX,CElLl,J]) THEN 

COSTl := 0 
ELSE 

COSTl := CELLI TERMS; 
IF «CELLITERMS > 1) AND 

«TIMES[X] > 0) OR (NOTCALLFLAGl[X]»» THEN 
COSTl := COSTl + 1; 

IF (SSrX,CELL2,J]) THEN 
COST2 := 0 
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ELSE 
COST2 := CELL2TERMS; 

IF «CELL2TERMS > 1) AND 
(CTIMESCXl > 0) OR (NOT(ALLFLAG2CX1»» THEN 

COST2 := COST2 + 1; 
IF (COST2 < COST1) THEN 

COND2A := TRUE; 
IF (COSTI < COST2) THEN 

COND2B := TRUE; 
BOUNDFLAG := FALSE; 
FOR I := I TO TMTXrXl DO 

BEGIN 
CELLIFLAG := FALSE; 
CELL2FLAG := FALSE; 
DOWORDAND(Rl,VrX,IJ); 
IF (WORDAND = KI) THEN 

CELLIFLAG := TRUE; 
DOWORDANDCR2,V[X,Il); 
IF (WORDAND = K2) THEN 

CELL2FLAG := TRUE; 
IF «CELLIFLAG) AND (VICX,Il = -2» THEN 

BOUNDFLAG := TRUE; 
IF «CELL2FLAG) AND (NOT(CELLIFLAG» 

AND (Vl[X,Il = -2» THEN 
CONDI := TRUE; 

IF C(CELLIFLAG) AND (NOTCCELL2FLAG» 
AND (Vl(X,Il = -2» THEN 

COND3 := TRUE; 
END; 

END; 

PROCEDURE FINDCONDPLA (VAR CONDI,COND2A,COND2B,COND3:BOOLEAN; 
X,CELLI,CELL2:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAYIV3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
VAR BOUNDFLAG:BOOLEAN;J:INTEGER; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(M Find conditions for PLA area cost function M) 

VAR 
I, I1 
CELL 1 TERMS 
CELL2TERMS 
Rl,Kl,R2,K2 
COSTl,COST2 
CELLIFLAG,CELL2FLAG 
ALLFLAG1,ALLFLAG2 

BEGIN 
CONDI := FALSE; 
COND2A := FALSE; 
COND2B := FALSE; 
COND3 := FALSE; 
Rl := S2CX,CELL11; 
Kl := SI[X,CELLll; 
R2 := S2[X,CELL2]; 
K2 := SICX,CELL2J; 
CELLITERMS := 0; 
CELL2TERMS := 0; 
DOWORDAND(Rl,KI); 
FOR I := I TO N DO 

BEGIN 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
FLAGARRAY; 

II := (N + 1) - I; 
IF (BINOl[Il]) THEN 
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END; 

BEGIN 
IF (BIN02Cl1]) THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (NOT(CIVARCIl» THEN 

CELLITERMS := CELL1TERMS + 1; 
END 

ELSE 

END; 

BEGIN 
IF (NOT(C2VARCI]» THEN 

CELLITERMS := CELLITERMS + 1; 
END; 

DOWOROANO(R2,K2); 
FOR I := 1 TO N 00 

BEGIN 
11 := (N + 1) - I; 
IF (BIN01eI1]) THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (BIN02Cl1]) THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (NOTCC1VARCI]» THEN 

CElL2TERMS := CELL2TERMS + 1; 
END 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

IF (NOTCC2VARCI]» THEN 
CELL2TERMS := CELL2TERMS + 1; 

END; 
END; 

END; 
IF (SSeX,CELL1,JJ) THEN 

COSTl := 0 
ELSE 

COSTl := «MINTERM + 1) M «INCOST + CELL1TERMS) + NOFN» 
- «MINTERM) M (INCOST + NOFN»; 

IF (SSCX,CElL2,J]) THEN 
COST2 := 0 

ELSE 
COST2 := «MINTERM + 1) * «INCOST + CELL2TERMS) + NOFN» 

- (CMINTERM) M (INCOST + NOFN»; 
IF CCOST2 < COSTI) THEN 

COH02A := TRUE; 
IF (COSTl < COST2) THEN 

CON02B := TRUE; 
BOUNoFLAG := FALSE; 
FOR I := 1 TO TMTX[X] DO 

BEGIN 
CElLIFLAG := FALSE; 
CELL2FLAG := FALSE; 
DOWORoANoCRI,V[X,I]); 
IF (WORoANo = Kl) THEN 

CELLIFLAG := TRUE; 
00WORoANO(R2,VCX,IJ); 
IF (WORDANo = K2) THEN 

CELL2FLAG := TRUE; 
IF «CElLIFLAG) AND (V1(X,Il = -2» THEN 

BOLINDFLAG : = TRUE; 
IF «CELL2FLAG) AND (NOT(CELLlFLAG» 

AND (V1CX,Il = -2» THEN 
CONDI := TRUE; 

IF «CELl1FLAG) AND (NOT(CElL2FLAG» 
AND (V1[X, Il = -2» THEN 

COND3 := TRUE; 
END; 

END; 
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BEGIN (* FINDCONDITION *) 
IF (OPTION = 1) THEN 

FINDCONDGATE(COND1,COND2A,COND2B,COND3, 

ELSE 

X,CELL1,CELL2, 
Vl,V2,V3,BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST) 

FINDCONDPLA(COND1,COND2A,COND2B,COND3, 

END; 

X,CELL1,CELL2, 
Vl,V2,V3,BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST), 

PROCEDURE FINDNEWCONDITION(VAR COND4A,COND4B,COND5A,COND5B:BOOLEANr 
X,I,CELL1,CELL2:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
J: INTEGER; TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAYj 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find condition of the elimination rule related to functions 
other than the reference functions (Cond lc) *) 

VAR 
X)(,Il 
STATETEMP 
TEMPK1,TEMPRl 
TEMPK2,TEMPR2 
CELLTEMPl,CELLTEMP2 
FLAG,BOUNDFLAG 
COHDl,COHD3 
COHD2A,COND2B 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 

PROCEDURE FINDSTATENO(VAR Il:INTEGER;STATETEMP,)()(:INTEGERj 
Vl:STATEARRAYiVAR FLAG:BOOLEAN); 

(* Find corresponding state in the given function *) 

VAR 
I2 : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
12 : = 0; 
FLAG := FALSE; 
REPEAT 

12 := 12 + 1; 
IF «V[)(X,I2] = STATETEMP» THEN 

BEGIH 
FLAG := TRUE; 
Il := 12; 

END; 
UNTIL «FLAG) OR (12 = T[XX]»; 

END; 

PROCEDURE FINDKCELLNO(VAR CELLTEMP:INTEGER;XX,Il:INTEGER; 
VAR FLAG:BOOLEAN;TEMPK,TEMPR:INTEGER; 
V3:STATEKCELLARRAY); 

(* Find corresponding k-cell in the given function *) 

VAR 
Jl 
KCELLNO 

BEGIN 
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INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
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Jl := 0; 
REPEAT 

Jl := Jl + 1; 
IF (V3[XX,Il,Jl] > 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
KCELLNO := V3eXX,Il,Jl]; 
IF «SICXX,KCELLNO] = TEMPK) AND 

(S2[XX,KCELLNO] = TEMPR» THEN 
CELL TEMP := KCELLNO 

ELSE 
FLAG := FALSE; 

END; 
UNTIL «V3[XX,Il,Jl] = 0) OR (Jl = MAXALTCELLS»; 

END; 

BEGIN (M FINDNEWCONDITION M> 
STATETEMP := VeX,I]; 
COND4A := FALSE; 
COND4B := FALSE; 
TEMPKI ;= Sl[X,CELL1]J 
TEMPRI := S2[X,CELL1); 
TEMPK2 := Sl[X,CELL2]; 
TEMPR2 := S2CX,CELL2]; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
IF (XX <> X) THEN 

BEGIN 
FLAG ;= FALSE; 
Il := 0; 
FINDSTATENO(Il,STATETEMP,XX,Vl,FLAG); 
IF (FLAG) THEN 

BEGIN 
CELLTEMPI := 0; 
CELLTEMP2 := OJ 
FINDKCELLNO(CELLTEMPl,XX,Il,FLAG, 

TEMPK1,TEMPR1,V3); 
FINDKCELLNO(CELLTEMP2,XX,Il,FLAG, 

TEMPK2,TEMPR2,V3); 
IF « CELL TEMP 1 <> 0) AND (CELL TEMP2 <> 0» THEN 

BEGIN 
FINDCONDITIONCCONDI,COND2A,COND2B,COND3, 

XX,CELLTEMP1,CELLTEMP2, 
VI,V2,V3,BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST), 

IF (CONDI) THEN 
COND4A := TRUE; 

IF (COND3) THEN 
COND4B := TRUE; 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
IF«CELLTEMPI = 0) AND (CELLTEMP2 <> O»THEN 

BEGIN 
CELLTEMPI := CELLTEMP2; 
FINDCONDITION(COND1,COND2A,COND2B,COND3, 

XX,CELLTEMP1,CELLTEMP2, 
VI,V2,V3,BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 

IF (BOUNDFLAG) THEN 
COND4A := TRUE; 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
IF«CELLTEMPI <> 0) AND (CELLTEMP2 = O»THEN 

BEGIN 
CELLTEMP2 := CELL TEMPI; 
FINDCONDITIONCCOND1,COND2A, 
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END; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

COND2B,COND3, 
XX,CELLTEMP1,CELLTEMP2, 
Vl,V2,V3,BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST>; 

IF (BOUNDFLAG) THEN 
COND4B := TRUE; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

PROCEDURE SELECTTHISKCELL(J,CELL1,X:INTEGER;VAR V1:STATEARRAYj 
SINGLESELFLAG:BOOLEAN; 
VAR TIMES:FUNCTIONARRAY; 
VAR CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
VAR MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Select the given k-cell in the given function for the 
minimal form *) 

PROCEDURE SELECTGATEKCELL(J,CELLl,X:INTEGER,VAR Vl:STATEARRAY; 
SINGLESELFLAG:BOOLEAN; 
VAR TIMES:FUNCTIONARRAY; 
VAR CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
VAR MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

e* Select the given k-cell in case of diode-gate cost function *) 

VAR 
II,XX,JJ 
RTEMP,KTEMP 
KITEMP 
FUNCTIONFLAG 
FNSELFLAG 
ALLFLAG 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN, 
FLAGARRAYj 

BEGIN 
RTEMP := S2[X,CELLl]; 
KTEMP := Sl(X,CELLl]; 
TIMES[Xl := TIMES[XJ + 1; 
IF (NOT(SSrX,CELLl,JJ» THEN 

BEGIN 
DOWORDAND (RTEMP,RTEMP); 
IF (ONECOUNTI > 1) THEN 

BEGIN 
SSTOT[J] := SSTOT[JJ + ONECOUNTl; 
SS[X,JJ := SS[X,JJ + (ONECOUNTI + 1); 

END; 
S6CX,ONECOUNTl,JJ := S6[X,ONECOUNTl,Jl + 1J 

END; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 
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BEGIN 
JJ := 0; 
FUNCTIONFLAG := FALSE; 
REPEAT 

JJ := JJ + 1; 
IF «S2[XX,JJl = RTEMP) AND (SlCXX,JJ] = KTEMP» THEN 

BEGIN 
FUNCTIONFLAG := TRUE; 
K1TEMP := JJ; 

END; 
UNTIL «FUNCTIONFLAG) OR (JJ = NOMAXKCELLS»; 
IF (FUNCTIONFLAG) THEN 
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BEGIN 
IF (SINGLESELFLAG) THEN 

BEGIN 
SSrXX,K1TEMP,JJ := TRUE; 

END; 
IF «SINGLESELFlAG) AND (XX = X» THEN 

BEGIN 
FNSElFLAG := FALSE; 
FOR II := 1 TO TMTX[XX] 00 

BEGIN 
IF «Vl[XX,IIJ = -2) OR (Vl[XX,II] = 2» THEN 

BEGIN 
DOWORDAND{S2[XX,K1TEMPJ,V[XX,II]); 
IF (WORDANO = Sl(XX,KITEMP]) THEN 

BEGIN 
S3CXX,KITEMP,Jl := Sl[XX,KITEMP]; 
S4[XX,KITEMP,Jl := S2[XX,K1TEMPl; 
V1[XX,IIl := 1; 
V4[XX,II,Jl := KITEMP; 
FNSELFLAG := TRUE; 

END; 
END; 

END; 
IF (FNSElFlAG) THEN 

BEGIN 
ALLFlAG[Xl := TRUE; 
JJ := 0; 
REPEAT 

JJ := JJ + 1; 
IF (Vl[X,JJl = -2) THEN 

ALLFLAG[X] := FALSE; 
UNTIL {(JJ = TMTX[X]) OR (NOT(ALlFlAG[Xl»); 
IF (CTIMES[X] > 1) OR (NOT(ALLFLAG[X]») THEN 

S5TOT[J] := SSTOT[J] + 1; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 
IF (SSTOT[JJ > MINNOOFOPRN) THEN 

FORMENDFLAG :=TRUE 
ELSE 

FORMENDFLAG := FALSE; 
END; 

PROCEDURE SELECTPLAKCELL(J,CElLl,X:INTEGER;VAR V1:STATEARRAY; 
SINGLESElFlAG:BOOLEAN; 
VAR TIMES:FUNCTIONARRAY; 
VAR CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
VAR MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(M Select the given k-cell for the PLA area cost function M) 

VAR 
II,XX,JJ 
RTEMP,KTEMP 
KITEMP 
FUNCTIONFLAG 
FNSElFLAG 
ALLFLAG 

BEGIN 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
FLAGARRAYI 

RTEMP := S2[X,CELl1]; 
KTEMP := Sl[X,CELL1]; 
IF (NOT(SSrX,CElll,Jl» THEN 

BEGIN 
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MINTERM := MINTERM + 1; 
DOWOROAND (RTEMP,KTEMP); 
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FOR XX := 1 TO N DO 
BEGIN 

II := (N + 1) - XX; 
IF (BIN01[I1]) THEN 

BEGIN 

ENOl 

IF (BIN02[I11) THEN 
BEGIN 

IF (NOT(CIVAR[XX]» THEN 
BEGIN 

INCOST := INCOST + 1; 
CIVAR[XX] := TRUE; 

END; 
END 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

END; 

IF (NOTCC2VARtXX]» THEN 
BEGIN 

END; 

INCOST := INCOST + 1; 
C2VAR[XX] := TRUE; 

END; 

S5TOT[J] := MINTERM * (INCDST + NOFN); 
END; 

FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 
BEGIN 

JJ := 0; 
FUNCTIONFLAG := FALSE; 
REPEAT 

JJ := JJ + 1; 
IF «S2CXX,JJJ = RTEMP) AND (SltXX,JJ] = KTEMP» THEN 

BEGIN 
FUNCTIONFLAG := TRUE; 
KlTEMP : = JJ; 

END; 
UNTIL (CFUNCTIONFLAG) OR (JJ = NOMAXKCELLS»; 
IF (FUNCTIONFLAG) THEN 

END; 

BEGIN 
IF (SINGLESELFLAG) THEN 

BEGIN 
SS[XX,KITEMP,J] := TRUE; 

END; 
IF «SINGLESELFLAG) AND (XX = X» THEN 

BEGIN 

END; 

FNSELFLAG := FALSE; 
FOR II := 1 TO TMTX[XX] DO 

BEGIN 

END; 

IF «V1[XX,IIl = -2) OR (VICXX,II] = 2» THEN 
BEGIN 

DOWORDAND(S2[XX,KITEMP],VeXX,II]); 
IF (WORDAND = Sl[XX,KITEMP]) THEN 

BEGIN 
S3[XX,KITEMP,Jl := Sl[XX,KITEMP]; 
S4CXX,KITEMP,Jl := S2tXX,KITEMPJ; 
Vl[ XX, II] : = 1; 
V4CXX,II,Jl := KITEMP; 
FNSELFLAG := TRUE; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

IF (S5TOT[J] > MINNOOFDPRN) THEN 
FORMENDFLAG :=TRUE 

ELSE 
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FORMENDFlAG := FALSE; 
END; 

BEGIN (M SElECTTHISFCEll M) 

IF (OPTION = 1) THEN 
SElECTGATEKCElle.),CElll,X,Vl,SINGlESElFlAG, 

TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR, 
MINTERM,INCOST) 

ELSE 
SElECTPLAKCELl(.),CElLl,X,Vl,SINGlESElFLAG, 

TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR, 
MINTERM, INCOST) J 

END; 

PROCEDURE APPLYRULEe.):INTEGERiVAR NOSELECTED,CELL:INTEGER; 
X,I:INTEGER;VAR SELECTFLAG,SINGLEFNFlAG:BOOlEAN; 
VAR Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;VAR V3:STATEKCElLARRAY; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY;CIVAR,C2VAR: BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

eM Apply the Selection and the Elimination rules to the given 
k-cells Kl & K2 M) 

VAR 
COND1,COND3 
COND2A,COND2B 
COND4A,COND4B 
CONDSA,CONDSB 
CELL1,CELl2 
,)1,,)2,,)3 
SINGlEFLAG 
SELENDFLAG 
BOUNDFLAG 
CELL1CONDITION 
CELL2CONDITION 

BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 

PROCEDURE CHECKFORSINGLEKCELL(VAR SINGLEFLAG:BOOLEAN; 
X,I:INTEGER; 
V3:STATEKCELLARRAY); 

(M Check if the only k-cell covering the given reference state M) 

VAR 
,)4, COUNT : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
.)4 := OJ 
COUNT := 0; 
REPEAT 

,)4 := ,)4 + 1; 
IF (V3(X,I,.)41 > 0) THEN 

COUNT := COUNT + 1; 
UNTIL «,)4 = MAXALTCELLS) OR (V3CX,I,')4J = 0) 

OR (COUNT > 1> >J 
IF <COUNT> 1) THEN 

SINGLEFLAG := FALSE, 
END; 

BEGIN <M APPLYRULE M) 

SELECTFLAG := FALSE; 
SINGlEFNFLAG := FALSE; 
REPEAT 
SELENDFlAG := TRUE; 
,)1 : = OJ 
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REPEAT 
REPEAT 

Jl := Jl + 1; 
UNTIL (V3[X,I,JI] >= 0) OR (Jl = MAXALTCELLS); 

IF (V3rX,I,JIJ > 0) THEN 
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BEGIN 
CELLI := V3[X,I,JIJ; 
J3 := Jl; 
SINGLEFLAG := TRUE; 
CHECKFORSINGLEKCELLeSINGLEFLAG,X,I,V3); 
IF (SINGLEFLAG) THEN 

BEGIN 
SELECT FLAG := TRUE; 

SINGLEFNFLAG := TRUE; 
END 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

J2 := 0; 
J2 := J2 + 15 
WHILE eeJ2 <= MAXALTCELLS) AND eV3CX,I,J2J <> 0» DO 

BEGIN 
IF «V3[X,I,J21 <= 0) OR (Jl = J2» THEN 

BEGIN 
J2 := J2 + 1; 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
CELL2 := V3[X,I,J21; 
BOUNDFLAG := FALSE; 
FINDCONDITIONCCOND1,COND2A,COND2B,COND3,X, 

CELL1,CELL2,VI,V2,V3, 
BOUNDFLAG,J,TIMES, 
CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 

FINDNEWCONDITIONCCOND4A,COND4B,COND5A,COND5B, 
X,I,CELLl,CELL2,Vl,V2,V3,J, 
TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 

CELLICONDITION := FALSE; 
CELL2CONDITION := FALSE; 
IF «CNOT(CONDl» AND (NOT(COND2A» 

AND (NOT(COND4A») OR 
«SSrX,CELLl,Jl) AND (NOT(COND1»» THEN 

CELLICONDITION := TRUE; 
IF «(NOT(COND3» ANO (NOT(COND2B» 

AND (NOT(COND4B») OR 
«SSrX,CELL2,JJ) AND (NOT(COND3»» THEN 

CELL2CONDITION := TRUE; 
IF (CELLICONDITION) THEN 

BEGIN 
V3[X,I,J2J := -V3[X,I,J2J; 
J2 := J2 + 1; 
V2[X,IJ := V2[X,I] - 1; 
SELENDFLAG := FALSE; 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
IF (CELL2CONDITION) THEN 

BEGIN 
V3[X,I,J3J := -V3[X,I,J31; 
CELL1 := V3[X,I,J21; 
J3 := J21 
J2 := J2 + 1; 
V2[X,I] := V2[X,IJ - 1; 
SELENDFLAG := FALSE; 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
J2 := J2 + 1; 
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END; 
END; 

END; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

UNTIL «V3[X~I,Jl] = 0) OR (Jl = MAXALTCELLS»; 
UNTIL «SELENDFLAG) OR (SELECTFLAG»; 
CELL := CELLl; 

END; 

PROCEDURE APPLYRULE1(VAR J,NOSELECTED:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY;V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAYiCIVAR ,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

CM Apply the Selection and the Elimination rules to the given 
reference state M) 

VAR 
JV,I,X,KK 
V2TEMPl 
CELL 
SELECTFLAG 
ALLSTATESCOVERED 
SINGLEFNFLAG 

INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 

PROCEDURE BOUNDIFDOMINANTCX,I:INTEGER;VAR Vl:STATEARRAY; 
V3:STATEKCELLARRAY); 

CM Check if a reference state, and bound it if not M) 

TYPE 
TEMPSTATEARRAY 
TEMPKCELLARRAY 

VAR 
J,JJ,II 
W 
VK 
OTHERFLAG 
CANCEL FLAG 

= ARRAY[l •• MAXSTATES]OF INTEGER; 
= ARRAYCl •• MAXKCELLS]OF INTEGER; 

INTEGER; 
TEMPSTATEARRAY; 
TEMPKCELLARRAYi 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 

PROCEDURE CHECKIFOTHERKCELL (VK:TEMPKCELLARRAY;CELLNO:INTEGER; 
VAR OTHERFLAG:BOOLEAN); 

eM Check if an alternate k-cell exists M) 

VAR 
Jl : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
OTHERFLAG := TRUE; 
Jl := 0; 
REPEAT 

Jl : = Jl + 1; 
IF (CELLNO = VK[Jl]) THEN 

OTHERFLAG := FALSE; 
UNTIL (eVK[Jl] = 0) OR eJl = MAXKCELLS) OR (NOTeOTHERFLAG»)J 

END; 

BEGIN CM BOUNDIFOOMINANT M) 
FOR JJ := 1 TO MAXSTATES 00 

W[JJ] := -lJ 
FOR JJ := 1 TO MAXKCELLS 00 

VK[JJ] := 0; 
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J := 0; 
JJ := 0; 
REPEAT 

J := J + 1; 
IF (V3[X,I,Jl > 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
JJ := JJ + 1; 
VK[JJl := V3[X,I,Jl; 

END; 
UNTIL «V3[X,I,Jl = 0) OR (J = MAXALTCELLS»; 
J := 0; 
REPEAT 

J := J + 1; 
FOR II := 1 TO TMTX[XJ DO 

BEGIN 
IF «Vl[X,IIl = -2) AND (II <> I» THEN 

BEGIN 

END; 

DOWORDAND(S2[X,VK[JJJ,V[X,II]); 
IF (WORDAND = Sl[X,VK[Jll) THEN 

VV(IIl := V[X,IIl; 
END; 

UNTIL «VK[JJ = 0) OR (J = MAXKCELLS»; 
II := 0; 
CANCEL FLAG := FALSE; 
REPEAT 

II := II + 1; 
IF eVV[IIJ >= 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
JJ := 0; 
CANCELFLAG := TRUE; 
REPEAT 

JJ := JJ + 1; 
CHECKIFOTHERKCELLeVK,V3[X,II,JJ1,OTHERFLAG). 
IF (OTHERFLAG) THEN 

CANCELFLAG := FALSE; 
UNTIL «NOTCCANCELFLAG» OR (V3[X,II,JJJ = 0) 

OR (JJ = MAXALTCELLS»; 
END; 

UNTIL (CII = TMTX[XJ) OR (CANCELFLAG»; 
IF (CANCELFLAG) THEN 

V1[X, Il := 2; 
END; 

BEGIN (* APPLYRULEI *) 
REPEAT 
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NOSELECTED := 0; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
FOR I := 1 TO TMTXeX] DO 

BEGIN 
BOUNDIFDOMINANT(X,I,VI,V3); 
IF (Vl[X,I] = -2) THEN 

BEGIN 
REPEAT 

V2TEMPI := V2[X,IJ; 
APPLYRULE(J,NOSELECTED,CELL,X,I,SELECTFLAG, 

SINGLEFNFLAG,Vl,V2,V3,TIMES,ClVAR,C2VAR, 
MINTERM,INCOST); 

IF (SELECTFLAG) THEN 
BEGIN 

SELECTTHISKCELL(J,CELL,X,Vl,SINGLEFNFLAG, 
TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR, 
MINTERM,INCOST); 

NOS ELECTED := NOSELECTED + I. 
END; 
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END; 

UNTIL «SELECTFLAG) OR (FORMENOFLAG) 

END; 
END; 

OR (V2[X,IJ=V2TEMP1»; 

UNTIL «NOSELECTEO = 0) OR (FORMENOFLAG»; 
IF (NOTCFORMENOFLAG» THEN 

END; 

BEGIN 
X := 0; 
ALLSTATESCOVEREO := TRUE; 
REPEAT 

X := X + 1; 
I := 0; 
REPEAT 

I := I + 1; 
IF (V4[X,I,Jl = 0) THEN 

ALLSTATESCOVERED := FALSE; 
UNTIL «I = TMTX[X]) OR (NOTCALLSTATESCOVERED»); 

UNTIL «X = NOOFFUNCTIONS) OR (NOT(ALLSTATESCOVERED»); 
IF (NOT(ALLSTATESCOVERED» THEN 

BEGIN 
APPLYRULE2(J,Vl,V2,V3,NOSELECTEO,TIMES, 

CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
END; 

IF (CNOT(FORMENDFLAG» AND 

END; 

(SSTOT[JJ < MINNOOFOPRN» THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (OPTION = 2) THEN 

BEGIN 

END 
ELSE 

MINNOOFOPRN := SSTOT[J]; 
TERMMIN := MINTERM; 
COSTIN := INCOST; 
FOR JV := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
VARC1[JV] := CIVARrJV]; 
VARC2rJVJ := C2VARCJV]; 

END; 

MINNOOFOPRN := S5TOTtJJ; 
END; 

PROCEDURE APPLYRULE2; 

(M Apply the Branching rule in case no more k-cell selection 
possible *> 

TYPE 
TEMP ARRAY 

VAR 
ENDRULE2 
SINGLEKCELLFLAG 
I, I1, I2,Jl ,J2 
II,JJ,X2,X,XX 
CELL 
V4TEMP,VITEMP 
S3TEMP,S4TEMP 
SSTEMP 
S5TOTTEMP 
SSTEMP 
S6TEMP 
MINTEMP,INTEMP 
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= ARRAY[l •• MAXFUNCTIONS, 
O •• MAXVARIABLES]OF INTEGER; 

BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER; 
STATEARRAY; 
KCELLARRAY; 
BOOLKCELLARRAY; 
INTEGER; 
FUNCTIONARRAY; 
TEMPARRAY; 
INTEGER; 
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TIME TEMP 
CITEMP,C2TEMP 
COND4A, COND4B 
CONDSA,CONDSB 

FUNCTIONARRAY; 
BINARYARRAY; 
BOOLEAN; 
BOOLEAN; 

PROCEDURE GETSTATETOSELECT(VAR X,I:INTEGER;VAR Vl,V2:STATEARRAY; 
VAR V3:STATEKCELLARRAY); 

(* Get a reference state with minimum alternate covers for 
branching *> 

VAR 
SMALLKCELL INTEGER; 
SMALLX,SMALLI INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
SMALLKCELL := MAXKCELLS; 
SMALLX := 0; 
SMALL! := 0; 
X := 0; 
REPEAT 

X := X + 1; 
I := 0; 
REPEAT 

I := I + 1; 
IF «VICX,Il = -2) AND (V2[X,IJ < SMALLKCELL» THEN 

BEGIN 
SMALLKCELL := V2CX,IJ; 
SMALLX := X; 
SMALLI := I; 

END; 
UNTIL (I = TMTX[XJ); 

UNTIL (X = NOOFFUNCTIONS); 
X := SMALLX; 
I := SMALLl; 

END; 

BEGIN <* APPLYRULE2 *> 
ENDRULE2 := FALSE; 
X := 0; 
I := 0; 
GETSTATETOSELECT(X,I,Vl,V2,V3); 
FOR II:= 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
CITEMPtIll := CIVAR[II]; 
C2TEMP[lIl := C2VAR[lIl; 

END; 
MINTEMP := MINTERM; 
INTEMP := INCOST; 
SSTOTTEMP := SSTOT[JJ; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 
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BEGIN 
TIMETEMP[XXl := TIMES[XXl; 
SSTEMPCXX] := SS[XX,Jl; 
FOR II := 1 TO N DO 

S6TEMP[XX,IIl := S6[XX,II,J1J 
FOR II := 1 TO TMTX[XXl DO 

BEGIN 
V4TEMP[XX,IlJ := V4CXX,II,J]; 
VITEMP[XX,IIl := Vl[XX,II1; 

END; 
FOR JJ := 1 TO NOMAXKCELLS DO 

BEGIN 
S3TEMP[XX,JJl = S3[XX,JJ,JJ 
S4TEMP[XX,JJJ = S4[XX,JJ,JJ 
SSTEMPCXX,JJl = SS[XX,JJ,Jl 

END; 
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END; 
Jl := 1; 
11 := 0; 
REPEAT 

REPEAT 
I1 := 11 + 1; 

UNTIL «V3[X,I,IIJ >= 0) OR (11 = MAXALTCELLS»; 
IF (V3(X,I,Il] <= 0 ) THEN 

ENDRULE2 :=TRUE 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
CELL := V3tX,I,Il]; 
SINGLEKCELLFLAG := TRUE; 
SELECTTHISKCELL(J,CELL,X,Vl,SINGLEKCELLFLAG, 

TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
IF (NOT(FORMENDFLAG}) THEN 

APPLYRULEl(J,NOSELECTED,Vl,V2,V3,TIMES,ClVAR,C2VAR, 
MINTERM,INCOST); 

IF (Jl < V2(X,I]) THEN 
BEGIN 

IF (NOTCFORMENDFLAG» THEN 
J := J + 1; 

MINTERM := MINTEMP; 
INCOST := INTEMP; 
S5TOTtJJ := SSTOTTEMP; 
FOR II := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
CIVAR[II] := CITEMP(II]J 
C2VAR[IIJ := C2TEMPCIIJ; 

END; 
FOR X2 := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
TIMES[X2] := TIMETEMP[X2]i 
SS[X2,Jl := SSTEMPCX21i 
FOR 12 := 1 TO N DO 

S6(X2,I2,J] := S6TEMP[X2,I21; 
FOR 12 := 1 TO TMTX[X2] DO 

BEGIN 
V4[X2,I2,Jl := V4TEMP[X2.12]; 
VICX2,I2] := VITEMPCX2,I2J; 

END; 
FOR 12 := 1 TO NOMAXKCELLS DO 

BEGIN 
S3[X2,I2,Jl := S3TEMP[X2,I21; 
S4[X2,I2,J] := S4TEMPeX2,I2]; 
SS[X2,I2,J] := SSTEMPCX2,I2J; 

END; 
END; 

Jl := Jl + 1; 
NOALTFORMS := NOALTFORMS + 1; 

END 
ELSE 

ENDRULE2 := TRUE; 
END; 

UNTIL (ENDRULE2); 
END; 

PROCEDURE FINDSINGLEMINFORM(J,NOSELECTED:INTEGERJ 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY; 
V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find single function minimal forms for all functions *) 

PROCEDURE EXCHANGEDATA(VAR Vl,V2:STATEARRAY; 
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VAR V3:STATEKCEllARRAYj 
XX : INTEGER); 

(M Get the data related to the given function M> 

VAR 
II,JJ,TEMP : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR II := 1 TO MAXSTATES DO 

BEGIN 
TEMP := VCXX,II]; 
V[XX,II] := VCI,II]; 
V[I,IIl := TEMP; 
TEMP := Vl[XX,II]j 
VICXX,IIl := VICl,II]; 
Vl[l,II] := TEMP; 
TEMP := V2[XX,IIlj 
V2[XX,IIl := V2[l,II]; 
V2[I,II] := TEMP; 
FOR JJ := 1 TO MAXAlTCEllS DO 

BEGIN 
TEMP := V3[XX,II,JJJ; 
V3[XX,II,JJl := V3[I,II,JJl; 
V3Cl,II,JJl := TEMP; 

END; 
FOR JJ := 1 TO MAXAlTFORMS DO 

BEGIN 
TEMP := V4[XX,II,JJ1; 
V4CXX,II,JJl := V4Cl,I1,JJ1; 
V4[1,II,JJl := TEMP; 

END; 
END; 

FOR II := 1 TO MAXKCEllS DO 
BEGIN 

TEMP := Sl[XX,IIJ; 
Sl[XX,II] := SI[l,II]; 
SI[l,II] := TEMP; 
TEMP := S2(XX,II]; 
S2[XX,I1J := 52[1,11]; 
S2[I,I1J := TEMP; 
FOR JJ := 1 TO MAXAlTFORMS DO 

END; 

BEGIN 
TEMP := S3[XX,II,JJl; 
S3[XX,II,JJ] := S3[1,II,JJ]; 
S3[1,II,JJ] := TEMP; 
TEMP := S4[XX,II,JJ]; 
S4[XX,1I,JJJ := S4[I,II,JJ]; 
S4[1,II,JJl := TEMP; 

END; 

TEMP := TLXX]; 
T(XX] := T[ll; 
T[1] := TEMP; 
TEMP := TX[XX]; 
TX[XX] := TXC1J; 
TX[ll := TEMP; 
TEMP := TMTX[XXJI 
TMTX[XX] := TMTX[ll; 
TMTX[ 1] := TEMP; 

END; 

PROCEDURE GATESINGlEMINFORMeJ,NOSElECTEO:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY; 
V3:STATEKCEllARRAY; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
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MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find single-function minimal forms based on doide-gate cost 
function *) 

VAR 
IX, NOOFFNTEMP, XX 
CITEM,C2TEM 
SUHMIN,SUMIN 

INTEGER; 
BINARYARRAY; 
INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
NOOFFNTEMP := NOOFFUNCTIONS; 
NOOFFUNCTIONS := 1; 
SINGLESOLN := 0; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFNTEMP DO 

BEGIN 
EXCHANGEDATA(Vl,V2,V3,XX), 
INITIALIZEOUTPUTDATA(J,NOSELECTED,TIMES, 

CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
MINNOOFOPRN := eN + 1) * F(N); 
APPLYRULE1(J,NOSELECTED,Vl,V2,V3,TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR, 

MINTERM,INCOST); 
MINSINGLEFN[XXl := MINNOOFOPRN; 
SINGLESOLN := SINGLESOLN + MINNOOFOPRN; 
EXCHANGEDATAeVl,V2,V3,XX>; 

END; 
NOOFFUNCTIONS := NOOFFNTEMP; 
MINNOOFOPRN := SINGLESOLN; 

ENO; 

PROCEDURE PLASINGLEMINFORM(J,NOSELECTED:INTEGER; 
Vl,V2:STATEARRAY; 
V3:STATEKCELLARRAY; 
TIMES: FUNCTIONARRAY; 
CIVAR,C2VAR:BINARYARRAY; 
MINTERM,INCOST:INTEGER); 

(* Find single function minimal forms based on PLA area cost 
function *) 

VAR 
IX, NOOFFNTEMP, XX 
CITEM,C2TEM 
SUMMIN,SUMIN 

INTEGER; 
BINARYARRAY; 
INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR IX := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
CITEM[IXl := FALSE; 
C2TEM[IX] := FALSE; 

END; 
NOOFFNTEMP := NOOFFUNCTIONS; 
NOOFFUNCTIONS := 1; 
SINGLESOLN := 0; 
SUMMIN := 0; 
FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFNTEMP DO 
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BEGIN 
EXCHANGEDATA(Vl,V2,V3,XX>; 
INITIALIZEOUTPUTDATA(J,NOSELECTED,TIMES, 

CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
MINNOOFOPRN := (2 * N + NOFN) * F(N); 
APPLYRULE1(J,NOSELECTED,Vl,V2,V3,TIMES,ClVAR,C2VAR, 

MINTERM,INCOST); 
FOR IX := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
IF (VARC1[IX]) THEN 

CITEM[IX] := VARC1[IX]; 
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IF (VARC2[IX]) THEN 
C2TEM(IX] := VARC2(IX]; 

END; 
MINSINGLEFN[XX] := TERMMIN; 
SUMMIN := SUMMIN + TERMMIN; 
EXCHANGEDATA(Vl,V2,V3,XX); 

END; 
SUMIN := 0; 
FOR IX := 1 TO N DO 

BEGIN 
IF (CITEM[IX]) THEN 

SUMIN := SUMIN + 1; 
IF (C2TEM[IX]) THEN 

SUMIN := SUMIN + 1; 
END; 

FOR XX := 1 TO NOOFFNTEMP DO 
MINSINGLEFN[XX] := MINSINGLEFN[XX] * (SUMIN + NOFN)J 

SINGLESOLN := SUMMIN * (SUMIN + NOFN); 
NOOFFUNCTIONS := NOOFFNTEMP; 
MINNOOFOPRN := SINGLESOLN; 

END; 

BEGIN (* FINDSINGLEMINFORM M> 
IF (OPTION = 1) THEN 

GATESINGLEMINFORM(J,NOSELECTED,V1,V2,V3, 
TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST) 

ELSE 

END; 

PLASINGLEMINFORM(J,NOSELECTED,Vl,V2,V3, 
TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 

BEGIN (M FINDMINIMUMFORM M> 
FINDSINGLEMINFORMeJ,NOSELECTED,Vl,V2,V3, 

TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
INITIALIZEOUTPUTDATA(J,NOSELECTED,TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 
APPLYRULE1(J,NOSELECTED,V1,V2,V3,TIMES,CIVAR,C2VAR,MINTERM,INCOST); 

END; 

PROCEDURE PRINTRESULTS1; 

(M Print all maximal k-cells generated, if required *) 

VAR 
I,J,K,X : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
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WRITELN ('FUNCTION":IO,X:3)J 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN('ALL MAXIMAL K-CELLS FOR EACH STATE"); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN(ISTATE I :10,ITYPE':7,"MAX. K-CELLS":2S); 
WRITELN; 
FOR I := 1 TO TeX] DO 

BEGIN 
WRITE(V(X,I]:8,Vl[X,I]:8); 
IF (V2eX,I] >= 1) THEN 

BEGIN 
FOR J := 1 TO V2[X,IJ DO 

WRITE(V3[X,I,JJ:S); 
END; 
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WRITELN; 
END; 

WRITELN; 
WRITELNC'DECIMAL GEN-CELL AND K-CELL INDICES FOR EACH K-CELL'); 
WRITELNi 
WRITELNC'MAX K-CELL':lS,'GEN-CELL INDEX':IS,'K-CELL INDEX':IS); 
WRITELN; 
FOR K := 1 TO NOMAXKCELLS DO 

BEGIN 
IF CS2CX,KJ <> -I) THEN 

BEGIN 
WRITECK:ll,S2CX,KJ:13,SlCX,KJ:16,' '); 
DECODEINDICES(S2[X,K),Sl[X,KJ); 

END; 

WRITELN; 
END; 

END; 
END; 

PROCEDURE PRINTRESULTS2J 

(M Print all minimal forms and their cost M) 

VAR 
I,,J,K,X 
FLAG 

BEGIN 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 

INTEGER; 
BOOLEAN; 

WRITELN C'SOLUTION FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATION :'); 
WRITELN; 
FOR I := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
WRITE ('FUNCTION',I:2,': '); 
IF CCOMBFLAGCIJ) THEN 

WRITELN ('NON-INVERTED') 
ELSE 

WRITELN ('INVERTED'); 
WRITELN; 

END; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELNj 
WRITELN ('SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST FOR EACH FUNCTION: ')1 
WRITELNj 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('FUNCTIION ',X:2,' ',MINSINGLEFNCXJ:2); 

END; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELIH 
WRITELN ('SINGLE-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST SUM = ',SINGLESOLN:2); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN ('MULTIPLE OUTPUT MINIMIZATION :'); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELNC'NO OF TERMINAL NODES IN THE SEARCH TREE = ',NOALTFORMS:S), 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELNC'MULTI-OUTPUT MINIMUM COST = ',MINNOOFOPRN:S)J 
WRITELN; 
WRITELNj 
WRITELN('MINIMAL FORM/S WITH MINIMUM COST :'); 
,J := 1; 
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\ 

CM 

WHILE «S5TOT[J] > 0) AND (J <= MAXALTFORMS» DO 
BEGIN 

IF (S5TOT[J] = MINNOOFOPRN) THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN( 'FORM • :8,J:2,' ':5>; 
WRITELN; 
FOR X := 1 TO NOOFFUNCTIONS DO 

BEGIN 
WRITE('FUNCTION':8,X:2,' ':5); 
FLAG := FALSE; 
FOR I := 1 TO NOMAXKCELLS DO 

BEGIN 
IF (S4[X,I,J] <> 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
IF (FLAG) THEN 

WRITE (. + I); 

OECODEINDICES«ABS(S4[X,I,J]»,S3[X,I,J]); 
FLAG := TRUE; 

END; 
END; 

WRITELN; 
WRITELN; 

END; 
WRITELN; 

END; 
J := J + 1; 

END; 
END; 

BEGIN CM MULTIMIN M) 

READINPUTDATA; 

FOR ITRN := 1 TO COMB RANGE DO 

BEGIN 

GETACOMBINATION; 

FINDALLMAXlMALKCELLS; 

PRINTRESUL TS1; 

FOR OPTION := 1 TO NOcOSTFN DO 

BEGIN 

FINDMINlMUMFORM; 

PRINTRESULTS2; 

END; 

END, 

END. 
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